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Abstract 

Email management is very tirneconsuming. Also, hicrarchies of files and folders become harder to 

use as they grow in size. This thesis explores an alternative approrich to email organization in which 

time is the main organizational principle and no filing is required. The user interface was designed to 

support and utilize the human ability to reconstmct dates. Also. from literature on human memory we 

devrlopcd a set of implications for the design of user interfaces for cmail management. As in the 

exlier prototype of the Timestore email management software, the user interface consists of a grid 

with time dong the horizonta1 mis and ri list of senders dong the verticd a i s .  However. the tirneline 

now incorporates temporal schemata used in information retrieval. The user tests show that four out 

of five users wouId use Timestore on a regulas bais to handle their email. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

One of the most popuIar foms of information sharing in recenr years has been electronic mail, or 

cmail. Emergence of email marked a breakthrough in communication among people. It has 

allowed collaboration arnong people spread around the globe, and has led to emergence of online 

communities. However. the success and popularity of email have aiso led to high volumes of 

messages being exchanged daily. Email is therefore a mixed blessing. On one hand, it is a fast 

and reliabte form of communication, cheaper ruid Iess obtrusive than telephone, and fastsr than 

regulûr mail. On the other hand, its poputarity has introduced an additional demand on its users. 

who now nred to devote increasing amounts of time to the upkeep of their email. 

This thesis focuses on email overload. We define mai l  overload as the situation in which a 

person receives more ma i l  messages than she  can comfortably manage. 

Chapter 2 discusses the causes and implications of email overload. ParticuIar attention is paid to 

the question of why semantic hierarchies of files and folders rue not as useful for mmaging email. 

This knowledge is tied in with an overview, in Chapter 3, of previous attempts to address the 

issue of email overload. 

Chapter 4 summririzes some important points in the relevant Iiterature on human memory 

research, whiIe paying attention to information relevant to ernail and its inherent properties. The 

objective of the literature review is to gain an understanding of the process of recrill of 

autobiographical events. More specifically, we want to l e m  how the effort associated with 

retrievai of e m d  messages could be minimized, and how different aspects of the time 

reconstruction process may be supported, 



Chapter 5 presents a set of implications for a design of the user interface for an email 

management system, developed from important points in Chapter 4. These implications are used 

to revise and expand an earlier prototype of Timestore email management software (Yiu. 

Baecker, Silver & Long, 1997). Timestore was envisioned as an email system in which the user 

would not have to do any filing. Instead, email messages are displayed in a two-dimensional grid. 

with time dong the horizontal mis and a list of senders dong the vertical mis. In this thesis. the 

two axes were revised to incorponte the set of implications developed. 

TimestoreTs user interface was implemented as a sepmte component that offers an additional 

view of Eudora's mailboxes. Eudora is responsible for most of message handlins functionality. 

Chapter 6 gives more details about the implementation of this version of Timestore. 

Chapter 7 presents the user testing methodology: its objective. the components of the study and 

the rationale for the choices within the experiment. The chapter condudes w i h  a summary of the 

study results and a discussion of the Iessons leamed about the methodology. 

Chapter 8 outlines the contribution of this work to the field. Finally. Chapter 9 presents some 

directions for future work, while concluding remarks are given in Chapter 10. 

1.1. History of the Timestore project 

Timestore project is an ongoing project. It started in 1994 with a study of how people organize 

their computer desktops (Fitzmaurice et ai, 1994). They found that people frequently use time 

stamps when naming their files and folders (e.g. tutoriaI notes - January 28.doc) 

This finding lead to the first Tirnestore prototype (Figure 1.1 .) implemented by Long ( 1994). The 

software functioned as an add-on to Eudon  Its objective was to study time-based visualization of 

email messages as an alternative to hiemchies of files and folders. Its user interface consisted of 

a two-dimensionai view of messages, with the horizontal axis displaying time, and the vertical 

a i s  displaying senders. 



Figure i. I .  Tite original prototype of Timestore (Silver. 1996). 

The above prototype was cxtended and refined by Silver (1996). Silver c&ed out a Eudon user 

study, as weli as a Timeston user study. She found that the users preferred the time-based 

visualization to their current one. 

In the next version. Yiu (1997) reimplemented Timestore as a standalone application. fixing 

many interaction problems reported by Silver. The results of his user study were puticularly 

encouraging: 4 out of the total of 5of his usen said chat they would use Timestore provided that it 

included the common functionality such as amchment handling. 

In this version of Timestore, we take a step back to examine how the renieval of messages could 

be impmved. To that end. we review relevant litenture on mernory. and provide a set of design 

implications. Also. we reimplement rimestore to function as an add-on to Eudon in order to 

utilize iu  email handling functionality. Lack of such functionality was one of the major 

impedirnents during an earlier user snidy (Yiu, 1997). We also implement. in Java, a user 

interface that incoqontes the above design suggestions. The modulvity of this code will make 

htîure experimentation with the interface significantly easier. 



CHAPTER 2 Motivation 

This chapter considers the origin of email overload and examines the pitfalls of the currently 

prevalent approach to email organization. It should be noted that studying these issues poses 

sevenl challenges. In particular, only three significmt studies have considered email overload in 

ment  years. They are Whittaker & Sidner's (1  996) "Email overload: Exploring personal 

information management of email", Balter's 11 998) Ph.D. thesis titled "Electronic mail in 

working context" and Lantz's (1998) "Heavy users of electronic mail." The first study analyzes 

organization of email messages with clients at the corpotate setting. Its findings indicate that 

many users do not successfulIy file and retrieve etnail messages. The snidy also identifies sevenl 

issues that lead to email overload. The second study lists a wide number of results pertaining to 

emaii. Among others, the snidy extends the results by Whittaker & Sidner by considering sevenl 

user categones and email clients and explaining what kind of orgûnizational systems the users 

construct when they file their emrtil. Lanu ( 1998) confirms independently from Baker and 

Whittaker & Sidner that file and folders are frequently not successfuHy used. She also discusses 

users' attitudes towards email and email overload based on the interviews she cmied out in her 

snidy. 

This thesis focuses on development of the software solution to address the problem of email 

overload and relies strongly on key results of these studies, with occasionai use of other work on 

emaiI, some of which dates back to 1990, In a field that has developed significantly in the past 

two years, it is important to note that while one of the main studies used in this thesis (Whittaker 

and Sidner) is four years old and some are still older, the main findings of the studies are still 

credible for our purposes. Namely, though email applications have evolved significantly over the 



past decade, adding numerous features for filtering and manipulating email, the method of 

representing email messages has not chmged: messages are still represented in the same list- 

based view and organized in hieruchical structures of files and folders. The volume of email 

exchanged, however. has been steadily increasing since the studies were camed out, and so it is 

possible that the degree of difficulty users encounter in managing their email has increased as 

welI. This increase makes the findings of the studies sited here potentidly more credible, as the 

same problem is amplified over time. as the user population grows and the volume of email 

messages increases. 

2.1. Abundance of email 

A number of research studies suggest that the abundance of email poses some serious problems 

for usen. especially in the workplace. The amount of time sprnt filing email messages. srarching 

thmugh mailboxes. or reorganizing messages is continually increasing due to constant increase in 

email use. Not only is handling email tirne-consuming. it is also a source of frequent 

interruptions: A study by Lantz (1998) showed that 37 out of 58 respondents r a d  mail 

continually. as it arrives, and another 18 read it sevenl times a day. Balter ( 1998) reported similar 

results: 93% of his subjects r a d  their ernail sevenl times a day. 

Email w u  designed to be a form of asynchronous communication. but now it is also used for 

functions that were not initially anticipated. such as time management. task management and 

personal uchiving (Mackay, l988a; Whittaker & Sidner, 1996; Balter. 19%). Task management 

involves task delegation. as well as ensunng that information nlated to the current tasks is readily 

available. Personal archiving penains to the long-term information organization, Le. information 

that might not be relevant to the current task but which might be needed in the future. 

Since messages are kept around for many reasons, it is hardly surpnsing that some users' inboxes 

have grown to contain hundreds. and sometimes thousands of messages (Whittaker & Sidner. 

1996). The size of the inbox was found to be directly correlated with the number of email 

handling problems (Lana, 1998). Some of these messages serve as reminders for outstanding 

tasks. while others are kept to provide context in conversational threads. In addition, inboxes 

often contain putidly read documents that rnight be needed at some point in the future 

(Whittaker & Sidner, 1996). 



2.2. Difficulties with hierarchies of files and folders 

Filing and retrieving messages are the greatest problems associated with email (e.g. Whittaker & 

Sidner, 1996; Lantz, 1998). Jones et al. ( 1990) found that users had great difficulty organizing 

email messages and retrieving information from stored email, and that they were uncertain of the 

organizational structure of folders they had created. Lantz (1998) in particular States the 

following: 

"Regarrilrss ûf &C nunbcr ûf mssagcs in the inbox aiid *A%X!!CT 

employees felt a time shortage, employees had difficulty 

organizing stored messages within folders and catalogues." 

AIong the similar lines. Whittaker & Sidner ( 1996) remarked that "users* rittempts to rationalise 

their inboxes by filing rue often unsuccessful. with the consequence that the important messages 

get overlooked, or 'lost' in the archives." 

That f i h g  does not work as well as it should is confirmed by results showing that more email 

messages are kept in the inbox than are filed. tn one study, the ratio of items in the inbox to filed 

items was found to be 3: 1.3 clear indication that folders were not successfully used (Whittaker & 

Sidner, 1996). AIthough results from some other studies show markedly different ratios, the same 

conclusion crin be deduced. For example, the ratio of inbox items to filed items of I:6 in Lantz's 

study (1998) is still few: "given that 85% of employees received 30 or fewer (M=lS) messages 

over the course of couple of days (.. .), the number of messages stored within folders (M=284) 

compared with the number of messages received over the course of 20 days must also be regarded 

as few." Other studies reported that ratios of filed to non-filed messages were somewhere in 

between these two results (e.g. Balter, 1998). 

Requires considerable effort 
Why does filing faiI so frequently? Literature indicates that the main reason for this is the eflon 

that is required to genente and maintain folders of files. To be more precise. filing is not only a 

timesonsuming, but atso a cognitively dificuit task (cg. Baiter, 1997). 

Difficult to envision 
Successful filing implies foreseeing a folder structure that will be needed in the future -a task 

that is certainly daunting. Finding names that adequately describe content of folders is difficult as 



well. As a consequence, a folder might not be used for the kind of files it was originally intended 

for, which makes subsequent retrievals even more difficult. 

Another reason is that users are reluctant to mate archives of information that might mm out to 

be useless or irrelevant (Whittaker & Sidner, 1996). 

Difficult to organize 
An ideal hierarchy of files and folders would be straighrfonvard - stnightforward to tile. and 

straightforward to reuieve, with manageable number of files and/or subfolders at each level of the 

hierarchy. However, in reality, the situation is markedly different, both in case of rmail and 

genenl file and folder hierarchies. In the latter case. Fertig et al. (1996) reported that users of 

common desktop systems have difficulty organizing and finding information within hierarchical 

systems, and they even resort to deletion of archived information so that they are not 

ovewhelmed by it (Fertig et al. 1996). These resuIts of course apply to classification of cmail 

messages into files and foldm as well. Moreover, it may be hypothesized that classification of 

srnail messages would pose more problems than classification of desktop documents, since email 

messages often arrive indrpendently of recipient's activities. Indeed. Balter ( 1997) found that an 

overwhelming majority of respondents who reported having problems with handling cmail cited 

problems related to the difficulties of classifying messages in files and folders (Table 2.1.). 

Whittaker and Sidner also noted that users have difficulties when fiiing messages ( 1996). In their 

study, 35% of their users' folders contained only one or two items on average. Clearly, in such 

instances filing was not successful - these folders cannot be said to be any more useful that the 

files themselves would be. 

Problern Number of respondents 

Message belongs to several folders 9 

Finding the appropriate folder 5 

Nolunclear strategy for classification 4 

Dtsk soace shortqe A ? 

Sub-folders not visible 1 

Table 2.1. Problems with classr;ficarion of emaif messages, Gray texr denotes the problems not reluted to 
message fiiing. (AdapredjFom Balter, 19 9 7). 



In fiexi ble 
In addition, hienrchies of Files and folders are highly inflexible structures. A document cannot 

realisticaily be in two or more subfolders at the sarne time (unless it is duplicated, but the 

duplication would probably prove to be too cumbersome). Should different subfoIders become 

semantically related, the user would need to spend time reorganizing the cntire hierarchy. Such a 

process would be very time consuming and difficult, so the users are not willing to do it even 

though they are not satisfied with their folder hierarchy. (Lantz. 1998). Over time, most semantic 

hierarchies would grow to be too large anaor cumbenorne to be useh1 in pnctice. 

2.3. Problems with email retrieval 

In Balter's study ( 1  998). 7 out of 38 participants cited difficulties in retrieving stored email 

messages as their most common problem in handling email. 

Finding information in hienrchies of files and folders is fairly difficult and relates to problems 

with filing described above. Classification of messages into folders may lead to retrieval 

difficulties in the future; for examplr, it might not be possible CO recreate the location of a 

message in the folder hierarchy. Problems may also be software-specific: certain software 

packages only allow searching of one folder rit a time. Also, difficulties with retrieval reflect the 

initial difficulties with filing; failed foldes, too rnany folders or few folders with many messages 

can a11 negatively reflect on the ability to retrieve messages (Whittaker & Sidner. 1996). 

Keeping al1 messages in one folder. usuaIly the inbox, does not improve the situation either. Such 

folders can grow large in size, and this usually translates into difficuhies with email handling 

(Lantz, 1998). Large inboxes can have other implications as well. such as important messages 

being overlooked (Whittaker & S idner, 1996). 

2.4. Impact of email overload 

Not only is email management time consuming, it ais0 pressures users. For example, Jones e t  al 

( 1990) reported that the users feel increasingly ovenvhelmed with the amount of email they 

receive. This finding needs to be considered in the context of present levei of email use. AIthough 

precise statistics are not available, according to a U.S. Census Bureau report, "access to the 



Internet is one reason for the big increase in computer use in the last decade" (United States 

Department of Commerce News, 1999). Furthermore. the Ievel of computer availability in U.S. 

households and, by extension the volume of emaiI messages exchanged, has been steadily 

increasing every year since 1984 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1999). Therefore, we may 

safeIy assume that level of email use has been steadily increasing since 1990 and that it will 

increase even fùrther in the future. 

In a 1998 study, 63% of users zit a university site reported having or having had problems with 

handling email, and t 5% descnbed these problems as either "borderline" or "severe" (Balter, 

1998). Moreover, the problems of handling emai1 correlate with the size of the inbox (Lantz, 

1998). Since this number is usually quite large (e.g. Whittaker & Sidner (1996) reported that 

mean number of inbox items is close to 2500 messages), it follows that problems with handling 

email are fairly common. 

The question of how people cope with email overload is a difficult one and the answers must be 

considered in the context of existing conventions for the organization of electronic information. 

In particular. the approach that users adopt depends heavily on the email tools that they use 

(Balter. I997) and the environment in which they work. Since these issues are often beyond one's 

control. (Le. most institutions purchase software on users' behalf and dictate what the 

environment is like), we should not assume that these stntegies are necessady the ones that work 

the best for rt particular user. Instead, we can assume only that they work sufficiently weIl within 

the given email tool and environment in which they are used. 

What gives us some bais for cornparison, however, is that most popular email tools cumntly 

available are based on the similar organizational principles, in that they al1 place incoming 

messages in a list. cdled the inbox, and allow the users to ma t e  folders to store messages (e.g. 

Eudora, Netscape Communicator, Microsoft Outlook, pine. elm). The inbox is a list of messages, 

which can typically be searched and sorted dphabetically or by time, size or subject. With that in 

mind, we cm proceed to examine the different email management stntegies people use. 

Users' email handling strategies 
Whittaker & Sidner (1996) distinguished mong nofilers. fiequentfilers and spring cleaners 

according to whether or not the usen maintained folders and how often they systematicaily 



purged their inboxes from unwanted messages. Properties of these categones of users are 

summarized in the Table 2.2. 

1 No filer 
I 

1 Don't use folden any more (previous atternpts had failed), use / 6/17 
I i full-text search to find information, have huge inboxes ! 
1 1 1 1 

Frequent filer j Use folden successfully. try to clean up their inbox daily, have 1 5/17 1 i small inboxes containing mostly new messages ! 1 
1 Spring deaner 1 Use folders unsuccessfully. tiy to clean up their inbox every 1- 6/17 
, 
I / 3 rnonths, have large inboxes 

I 
I 

Table 2.2, Types of mers according ro folder usage andpequency of inbox "ckanup ", 
lcldaptedfi.om data in Whittaker & Sidner. 1996). 

According to their study, 12 out of 17 users did not successfully use folders. As expected. they 

also found that usen' email management habits were, to a great extent. influenced by the 

environment in which they work. In particular. employrrs who. due to nature of their jobs. spent 

a lot of time away from their drsk. fell either under 'no filer' or 'spring cleaner' categories. On 

the other hand. people who stayed at their desk for large portions of their workdûy were more 

successful in kreping the sizes of their inboxrs at a manageable level. 

The above cenainly implies that handling email has becorne a task that takes away a significant 

chunk of a worker's daily tsks. What is particulariy telling is also the authon' observation that 

"spting cleaners have very strong feelings about the disorder of their inboxes (. ..)". Hence. not 

only is email management a time-consuming task, it is also a stress-inducing one. That. coupled 

with the fact thût 50% of people in their study have given up on filing (Table 1.3). gives us some 

indication of the extent of this problem. 

Balter (1998) provides details on filing strategies adopted by users who did manage to file their 

email. He tinds that 509 of users store dl their email in one folder. similar to the above study. 

Also. 36% of usen classified mail in subject-related folden, while 18% named foiden according 

to sender (Table 2.3). Up to 28% of usea had folders for each month. or folders organized 

otherwise chronoIogically. As discussed earlier, this information must be considered in context of 

the email tool and the management strategy it ailows. Therefore, although it is not clear that a 

folder hierarchy organized to reflect this information is the best strategy for e m d  management, 

the categories do give us some insight into what kind of information people want to preserve. 



I 50% : All messages in the same folder i 

I i 

Filing according to sender 1 1 8% 

I 

Filing according to subject 

A foider for each month 

1 

36% , 
1 

Other chronological strategy 

Table 2.3. Email handling srraregies. The percentages add up ro more thun 100% since tlsers tvere ullorved 
fo choose several alternafives. (ridap fed from Baller, 2 998). 

14% 
1 

The above research c l e d y  indicates that email management is a pervasive problern at the modem 

workplace. with far-reaching implications for productivity and ovenll quality of work. 

Furthemore. the prevalent email management strategy. filing email in hienrchical stmctures of 

files and folders, is plagued with a number of problems. 

! 

Delete most of the messages 21% 



CHAPTER 3 Some approaches to reducing 
information overload 

This section briefly examines selected approaches aimed at assisting users in dealing with 

information overload. Some of these studies concentrate on the probiem of cmail overload. while 

others deal with management of other kinds of electronic information as well. 

The studies surnmarized below may be divided in three general groups: 

The first group of studies tries to address the problem of email overload through tools that 

would aid users in classification of email into folder hieruchies and its subsequent retrievaf. 

The tesearchers assume that the hierarchy of files and folders will necessarily be used and 

that the users nsed assistance in constructing more useful folder hierarchies. 

4 The second goup of studies relies heavily on autobiographical mernory, and in particular on 

providing context which should aid users in reconstnicting the information he or she is 

looking for, or at l e s t  indicate where the desired information cm be found. 

Finally, the third group of studies explores tinte as the basic principle for organization of 

electronic documents. 



3.1. Email management tools 

Suggestions for more efficient classification of email into folder hierarchies and its subsequent 

retrieval range from simple suggestions to complex new software. On one end is the suggestion 

by Lantz ( 1998) that the users simply keep the number of messages low and clean the mail 

regularly. with the aim of making subsequent retrieval easier. Similarly, Baiter ( 1997) suggests 

that aliases be used, so that email messages c m  be filed in sevenl foldrrs without duplicating the 

required ctonge. Flowever, users stiU ne& to file the rnessagrs, Sut now thry have to dcd w i ~ !  

the additionai challenge of constmcting a List of folders that may be appropriate for a particular 

message. Also, additional difficulties may arise from the increase in the number of items pcr 

folder. 

On the other end of the scale are tools that employ intelligent agents that try to leam the patterns 

in users* cmail management habits and subsequently apply them to automaticnlly filter incoming 

mail (e.g. Sheth & Maes. 1993). Somewhere in between the two are various filtering or querying 

tools (e.g. Jeffries & Rosenberg, 1987; Tajima et al., t 998). Such tools have been suggested by 

some researchers as a means of alleviating information overload (c.g. Mackay, 1988). However, 

sevenl problems with the filtering approach have been subsequently noticed by researches ( c g .  

Lantz 1998; BaIter 1997). In pâfticular* they noticed that formulating such cnteria may not 

always be possible. as the requirements Vary from one task to another, and that different users 

want different amounts of control over the filtering process. Some want incoming messages to be 

stored automatically into appropriate folders, while the others simply want a suggestion of where 

to store the message rifter reading it (Lntz. 1998). 

Al1 of the above approaches implicitly assume that email is stored in a hierarchy of files and 

folders, and that the messages are organized in one of the cumntly predominant ways, either 

alphabetically or by time. One markedly different suggestion came from Whittaker and Sidner 

( 1998). who propose a system in which intelligent agents would filter incoming mail into foldrrs 

organized by senders, who rtre in turn p u p e d  into "social networks." Since their interface offers 

a visualization of the mailbox nther than the Iist-based view, it represents a big step in the 

representation of email messages. 



3.2. Tools relying on autobiographical rnemory 

A different set of suggestions stems from the researchers who consider hurnan mernory, and 

autobiographical memory in particular, to at least some extent. We will discuss autobiographical 

memory to a greater extent in the next chapter. We note here however an important Iesson from 

Iiterature on autobiographical memory: the more cues about a certain event that are available. the 

more things about the cvent wiII be remembered. This is the basic premise of the research 

precented below. 

Newman et al (199 1 )  have developed Pepys, a system which collects information on user's 

activities. The intention was to automatically collect information about tasks that could later 

serve as cues for retrieval of information related to the tasks. For example, if the user is 

searching for notes from a particular meeting. then the date of the meeting and the list of 

participants might serve as cues for finding the information about the meeting. 

"Forget-me-not". developed by Lamming and Flynn (1994) is rinother system recording data 

about users' activities. The system is intended to serve as a portable episodic memory aid. 

However. reduction of the raw data down to human-recogniznble cpisodes posed a major 

challenge in this study. 

En a similar study, Eldridge et ai (1992) used vidrotaping to record information about users' 

activities. They found that ii video diary provides a better context for wtrieval than a written 

diary, so that the retrieval process is more successful. This result is to be expected since 

videotaping captures more contextuai information. 

The MEMOIRS system (Lansdale et al, 1989) attempts to take advantage of the memory 

events to support users in managing large information systems. It treats users' personal filing 

system as a history of events, and focuses on users' recaII for those events. The mail  process 

is supported by a mnemonic system. 



3.3. Tools relying on time 

Recognition that hierarchies of files and folders pose many problems for management of 

electronic documents has led researchers to experirnent with different organizational categories. 

This work is stiIl fairly recent. Of possible alternative organizational approaches, so far only the 

suitability of organization by time has been explored to some extent. 

In the Lifeitrparns pmject (Fertig et al, 19%). hierarchy cf files md h!dm is r-glzcec! by 2 

chronologicaf ly ordered suearn of electronic documents (Figure 3.1 .). The Stream is intended 

to function as a diary of one's electronic life - cvery time an electronic document of any kind 

is created. updated, or received by fax or email, it is placed in a Stream of documents. Unlike 

common desktop organization system. Lifestreams does not rely on file and folder hienrchies 

for document organization. 

Figure 3.1. Lifstreams user inre#ce, showing rhe Stream of electronic documents. 

r LifeLines (Plaisant et al. 1996) on the other hand. utilize time to simpliQ the display of 

cornplex. well-sinictured information, such as medical or juvenilr records. (Figure 3.2.). 



Figure 3.2. Lue Lines user interface. show ing a visuafiiation of a medicul record 

Finally. the TimrStore project (Long. 1994; Silver. 1996: Yiu 1997. Yiu et al.. 1997) uses time to 

simptify management of email. as presented in Section 1.1. above. 

3.4. About this work 

It is cIear from the above overview of related literature that only a few studies have concentnted 

on alternative ways of managing of electronic documents, and even fewer have been concemed 

with the management of email. This thesis attempts to offer some understanding of issues that 

should bt: considered when such a system is designed. Silver (1996) and Yiu (1997) carcied out 

user studies on earlier prototypes hat have shown that the idea of impIementing time as an 

organizational metaphor was a suitable one. 

Other work on management of electronic information has pinpointed Iiterature on human rnemory 

as a useful resource that might help us in understanding this issue. In the next chapter, we will 

concentrate on discovering points in memory literature that could assist us in improving the 



design of software for email management, This knowledge is used to develop a set of design 

implications presented in the following chapter. A user smdy that examines if a system based on 

these design implications is useful and usable is presented in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 4 Research on Human Memory 

The literature review in this chapter concentntes on those aspects of human memory that might 

guide us in designing an interface that assists usen in email retrieval. Overview of the structure of 

human memory and its basic chmcteristics are presented below. The bulk of this information is 

adapted from the following sources: Squire et al. (1993). Thompson et al. (1996) and Larsen et al. 

( 1996). These sources were chosen because they provide a ttiorough overview of the ares and 

summarize a large number of findings. Using such resources was necessary because of the large 

volume of works in the field: otherwise. the synthesis and interpretation of these works would not 

have been possible within the scope of this thesis. 

4.1. Human memory: A short overviewl 

Two basic kinds of memory are short-term and long-term memory, or STM and LTM 

respectively. The prevaiiing view in the contemponry memory research is that STM gndes into 

LTM. and that STM is essential for the formation of LTM. Although there is no clear indication 

in the literature of the exact tirne period assumed by the concept of short-term memory, it is 

generally understood that it spans a penod that could last anywhere from seconds to hours afier a 

certain event. On the other hand, the concept of long-term memory spans a Ume penod as long as 

one's lifetime, 

LTM is composed of seved  components, mediated by different bnin systems. The major 

distinction lies between declarative (conscious) and non-declarative (non-conscious) memory. In 

This section relies moa1y on Squire et ai. (1993). other sources have been cited as appropriate. 
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the former, recollection is camed out explicitiy, and the subjects are aware that the information is 

being accessed. In the latter, memory is expressed through performance, rather than recollection. 

Declantive mcmory is further divided into episodic and semantic memory. Episodic memory 

refers to autobiographical memory for events that occupy a particuIar spatial and tempord 

context, while the semantic refers to genenl knowtedge about the world. 

Memory 
/ \ 

Short-terai 
Memory 

7 Episodic czTl 
I i - 

Autobiographical 

Figure 4. I .  Structure of human memory. The relationships among d~rerent kinds of mernoty are nor 
represented in thk/igure. (Adaptedfrorn Squire et al.. 1993). 

It should be noted thrtt the effectiveness of episodic memory drops with age, and that the age- 

related differences are much higher for recail tests than for recognition tests (Fergus et al.). 

Further, a substantid age decrement exists in the ability to recdl event context - where and when 

a fact was learned or an event occurred (e-g. McIntyre & Cmik, 1987). This study focuses on 

retrievai issues for general users. 



4.2. Autobiographical memory 

This section takes a closer look at a specific kind of episodic memory cdled atitobiographicaf 

rnemory. This kind of memory is used in renieva1 of m a i l  messages. and is Furcher discusscd in 

the next chapter. 

Autobiographicai rnemory is concerned with mernories of events that a person has experienced 

during his e t  her !ifehe. The q e c t  cf rutobiopphicd memory of ,~a tes t  intcrcst to 3 s  is t h t  

concemed with time; namely, how accunte people are in dating of events, on which bases events 

are placed in time. and what the nature of information used in the process of dating is. 

Dating accuracy 
A number of studies have been carrîed out with the aim of establishing how well people are able 

to reconstruct time of events (e.g. Larsen et aI., 1996; Rubin & Baddeley, 1996; Thompson et al., 

1996; Friedman, 1993; Wright et al, 1997, etc.). In a11 studies, somewhat unexpected results have 

been found: for events that happened up to six years earlier, datings are alrnost exactly correct on 

average. with fonvard and backward estimates symmetrical around the date of the tvent (Larsen 

et ai, 1996). However. absolute errors tend to increase with the passage of time, about 1 day for 

cach week that has passed since an event occurred. for up to six years (Larsen et al. 1996). This 

characteristics are speci fic to autobiographicnl even ts. 

Other studies identified sorne sources of dating biases. Rubin & Baddeley (1996) noticed that 

some biasing occurs when subjects know the bounds of the interval from which events are drawn. 

In that case, a telescoping effect occurs: estimates of dates of the events near the ends of the 

interval are slightly away from the boundaries. This is to be expected, as knowledge of the ends 

of the interval ptevents the subjects frorn overestimating the date of the event in one direction. 

The effect is less represented as one moves away from the boundaries towards the middIe of the 

It is interesting to note that this accuncy of dating holds only for autobiojpphical events. Dating 

errors for news events, for example, are much larger (Thompson et al., 1996). Similady, vividly 

remembered events are dated as more m e n t  than the less vivid ones, but this kind of b i s  has not 

been estabhshed for autobiopphica1 memory (Rubin & Baddeley, 1989). 



Theories on time estimation 
There are many theories that try to explain how time of events is remembered. In a thorough 

review. Friedman (1993) classified them into the following categories: 

Distance-based theories: These theories hold thac certain processes O C C U ~ ~ ~  between times 

of encoding and retrieval produce eues that can be used to estimate the time since the event. 

For example, one suggests that this time is proportional to the strength of the event's trace in 

memory. These theories fail for personal events howevcr, as time estimates of high-strength 

persona1 events are fairly accunte in pnctice (Thompson et al.. 1996). 

Location-based/rime-rag theories: These theories rely on information stored at the time of 

event encoding. The simplest assumes that location of events in time is represented explicitiy 

in memory, similar to a photognph with a date imprint on it. More complex reconsrrirctive 

theories suggest that time of events cm be estimated from temporal cues afforded by the 

event, knowledge of time patterns, ruid knowledge of the exact times for a few points of 

reference. called landmarks. Finally. encoding perturbation theory shares with the 

teconstructive view the idea that general context rather than a 'time-tag' is stored with the 

event, but assumes that some data are lost over time. (Friedman, 1993). 

Theories based on relative rimes of occiirrence: Associarive choining rheo ries propose that 

the events are associated with their location in the sequence of experienced events. These 

theones do not explain the granularity of encodings, for if the sequences were encoded nt ri 

level of minutes, a long traversal of events should be made (Friedman, 1993). Order code 

rheories assume that temporal information is added to stored items even after they occur, e.g. 

when the next event in the sequence is added to the memory. These theones also fail to 

address that the time for at least one event needs to be known for the before-der relationship 

to be used to estimate t h e  (Friedman, 1993). 

Friedman ( 1993) concluded that there is very Iimited support for the distance-based theories, 

time-tagging and associative chaining. In addition, Wright et al. (1 997) cite a number of studies 

demonstrating evidence contnry to what distance-based theones suggest and presents their own 

similar findings: they found no systematic differences in the memory quality ratings between 

people who fonvard and backward telescoped the dates of test events. 



However, Friedman (1993) noticed chat many results are consistent with the reconstmctive 

model, and most of them with the encoding perturbation model. In particuIar, he noted that the 

empirical data supported the idea that the memory for time of a p s t  event should be more 

accurate when more event details are remembered, and similarly, that the events that are poorly 

rernembered would not be easily placed in time. Further support for the reconstnictive view 

comes from the study by Larsen et al (1996). who reported that think-aloud protocols show that 

subjects extensivdy use time patterns and reference events to arrive at temporal estimates. In the 

remainder of the thesis we will assume that time is estirnated as described by the reconstructive 

theories. 

Components of time reconstruction 

We will take a closer look at the components of the time reconstruction process as described by 

the reconstmctive theories. This knowledge will be useful for the discussion of the design in the 

next chapter. 

Conway and Rubin ( 1993) distinguished among three basic categorirs of autobiognphical 

memory: 

- Lifetime periods. typically spanning years; 

- Genenl events. typically spanning days. weeks or months; and, 

- Event specific knowledge, typically measured in seconds, minutes or hours. 

T'hue may exist many Iifetime periods, each with many general and specific events. A lifetime 

period usually carries a specific theme - for example, it may be related to one's relationship 

history or work history - and therefore there rnay exist sevenl overlapping lifetime periods in one 

specific instance of time. 

Friedman's study (1987) suppons the notion that recumng lifetime periods are often used in 

dating of events. He asked subjects to estimate the year, the month. the day of rnonth. the day of 

week and the hour of an earthquake that occurred nine months earlier. For the hour, the day of 

week and the month. subjects chimed to relate information recalled about the experience to 

knowledge of temporal patterns or to the time of contiguous events. On the other hand. day of the 

month was difficult to reconstruct supporting the notion that such schema is uniikely to exist 

(Larsen et al.. 1996). The next most commonly used strategy was landmark reference (20-3040 of 

the time, depending on the temporal leveI). Possible explmation is that cultural and societal 



noms have made days, days of week and years common denominators of al1 temporal schernata, 

as they appear in clearly distinguishable cycles: night and days, weekends and weekdays, 

different seasons a11 succeed each other etc. (Larsen et al., 1 996). B y the same token. a day-of- 

month schema is unlikely to exist as hardly any difference c m  be noticed in the succession of 

months. 

The importance of lifetime penods and landmarks is corrobonted by studies by Skowronski et al. 

( 1995) and Thompson et ai. ( 1993). As shown in Table. 4.1 ., these dating stntegies are the most 

commonly used ones. The 1993 study covers the range of penods of 2 to 105 days. while the 

1995 study covers recent, middle and old events. Since the results for the recent events and the 

events in the 1993 study are similar. the results are sufficiently diable. (Thornpson et ai., 1996). 

Estimation Strategy 

Period (cyclic or linear) 
Linear landmark 
Exact date recalled 
Cyclic landmark 
Guess 
Clarity of memory 
# of inte~ening events 
Other 

T.61e 4. l . Percenrage of rime each daring sirategy r v m  adapted during recomrmcrion ofdates of evenrs 
benveen l dqv and more rhan 365 d q s  old (Adapredfiom Thompson er al.. 1996). 

1993 study 
(2-1 05 days) 

29 
22 
18 
13 
10 
5 
4 

1995 study 

A brief explanation of the teminoIogy follows. Cyclic landmarks are important events that recur 

Recent Events 
(1 -1 00 days) 

37 
19 
21 
9 
5 
8 
O 
2 

with some frequency. e.g, birthdays and anniversaries. Similady, Iinear landmarks are important 

non-recurring events, e.g. weddings and births. Clarity of memory is used to test the accessibili', 

Middle Events 
(1 00 - 365 days) 

58 
16 
7 
4 
12 
2 
O 
1 

theuo.  which holds that events remembered in plenty of detail are more accuntely dated. 

Old Events 
(more than 1 year) 

56 
9 
3 
3 

21 
6 
1 
2 

Lifetime periods. as the narne suggests, may be any significant periods for which end dates are 

known. such as the duration of the undergraduate studies, the period lived in a certain city, etc. 

The two studies included dating strategies that Friedman used (the exact date. guess and landmark 

relation. here divided in cyclic and Iinear) and some new ones (lifetime period. clarity of memory 

and the number of intervening events). The inclusion of the lifetime period süategy made a 

substantid difference between Friedman's results and these, for it was by far the most commonly 

reported sategy. ft was especiaily important in estimation of events older than 100 days, where it 

was used more than 50% of the time (Table 4.1). The table data suggest that most common 



strategies are reference to lifetime periods, landmark relation, exact date recall 'and guessing. AH 

other strategies are used only spondicdly. 

Recent events: For events less than 100 days old time estimates are genedly good: exact 

dates are known about 20% of the tirne, while landmarks and lifetime periods are used about 

65% of t he .  That time is remembered well can be seen from Iow percentage of guesses as 

well(5-10%). 

Middle events: Knowledge of exact dates drops to 7%. so other strategies need to be used. 

Knowledge of lifetime periods is the most commonly used strategy, used 58% the time, and 

landmark relation 20% of the time. It is interesting that the percentage of guesses is still 

relatively Iow ( 12%). 

Old events: It is not surprising that in this case memory is poorest. as evidenced by the high 

percentage of guesses (21%) and low percentage of exact dates known (3%). Knowledge of 

lifetime periods is still most common stntegy (56% of the time), while al1 other strategies, 

including landmark relation, are used only sporadically. 

Nelson's t heory 
One slightly different approach to dating of autobiognphical events is the Nelson's (1993) 

theory. She suggested that the approach to autobiographical memory needs to be teconsidered in 

light of some new resciirch and offered an alternative theory. According to this theory, the 

following three sources of mernory are used in time reconstruction: generic event memory 

(mernory of events that recur during a certain time period or with certain frequency; e.g. everyday 

tasks. holidays, birthdays etc.), autobiographical memory (significant personal events) and 

episodic memory (events that are neither recumng, nor related to one's personal history). 

Thompson et al. (1996) explain how this theory ties in with the schematic approach: 

- Generic events provide cyclic schemata at different levels, and recurrent dates may be used as 

Iandmarks; 

- Episodic memory provides cues for placing the event in a certain timefnme, with reference to 

the Iandmarks; and, 

- Autobiographicai memory provides information about a peson's life periods. 



Temporal schernata and the week schema 
One of the most interesting results from memory litenture concerns usage of temporal schemata 

in time estimation. As noted radier. houn of day. days of week and years are thought to be the 

schemata people use (Larsen et ai. 1996). Thompson et al. (1996) also noticed that the pattern of 

subjects' dating errors implied their use of the day-of-week schema; their day-of-week estirnates 

were often comct, even when the actual week was not sstimated correctly. This phenornenon is 

represented at figure 3.2. below. 

Percent Dafings 
50 - 

Personal Evènts 

- Dan~sh data 

- US daiâ 

Figure 4.2. The graph of dating errors. The errors peak at seven-duy intervals. indicating that the d q  of 
rhe iveek is ivelf-remrmbered men when the acncal week is not. (rldapred from Thompson et al.. 1996). 

An important characteristic of the week schema is that it is resilient to the time passed. at l e s t  for 

events that took place up to a year earlier. Larsen et al. (1 996) studied time estimates for events 

that happened two days and five months earlier, and found no differences in distributions of the 

day-of-wee k estimates. 

Despite being fairly good at estimating tirne of the week, people often have trouble finding the 

comct week. as demonstrated by the -ph of e m  which has peaks at 7-day intervais 



(Thompson et ai., 1996). Based on this graph. Thomas et al. (1996) concluded that there is no 

temporal level of a month, for if it existed, crrors would not be greater than 4 weeks. 

Cues and context 

It is not surprising that people's retention ntes drop with tirne. However. describing rxactly how 

people forget is not simple. since there is no consensus on what constitutes forgetting. In addition, 

forgetting ntes differ from person to penon. and c m  follow very different patterns k g .  

Thompson et al.. 1996. fig. 7.6.). However. Thompson et al ( 1996) ar-e that most cnicial cues 

are remembered as time passes by, and that side details are gradually lost. What is almost always 

preserved. according to them is time. rvent, location and people involved. It is interesting that this 

information. as well as memory of what happened before and after the event have also bren cited 

as strong cues for recall (Lamming & Fïynn. 1994). Access to partial information about an rvent 

is also crucial for successful recall as it may prompt a memory of the entire event. Brown & 

Schopflocher ( 1 998) c l a h  that events are organized based on thrsr principles into sets of 

causalIy and thematically related events called event clusters. More precisely, clustered events 

often occur close together in time (mean of two days). nfer to the same people. take place at the 

sarne location and involve the same activity. 

Similady. although people are fairly poor in remembering the precise date of an episode. they are 

often quitr good at remembering temporal relationships between episodes (Lemming. Brown et 

al. 1994). It is theorized that in genenl people have access to memories of recent, mundane 

cvents and older. more important events. and that task demands and nature of the prompting rvent 

affect the probability that a recent event will be revieved (Brown & Schopflocher. 1998). Exact 

dating npidly decreases in men t  retention intervals and slowly decreases over the long intervals. 

(Thompson et al.. 1996). 

Bun et al. (1998) examined how well sequences of events are remembered. In their study. they 

considered events that occur during one day. Their results show that memory for the sequence 

npidly diminishes over time - for the first few days event order is fairly well retained but by one 

week comparatively few details c m  be placed in correct order. This finding supports the Event 

Component Ordering Mode1 (ECOM). which predicts fairly rapid Ioss of connections between 

specific details of an event (Burt et al., 1998). 



News Events 

News evenrs are types of events that are predorninantly informational. These cvents are 

autobiognphical in nature to the extent that a person has k e n  informed of them. but has not 

participated in them. For example, a situation whereby a person watches a covenge of an 

accident on television (but the person was not involved in the accident) would be an instance of a 

news event. 

In general, the results of time estimation studies may be predicted from the review of 

autobiographical memory presented in the previous section. In particular. scarcity of retrieval 

cues and the lack of temporal framework within which the event rnay be placed clearly imply that 

news events will not be well remembered. Therefore, the event may be vividly remembered, but it 

will Iack contextual information thrit would allow date estimation. In case of the autobiographical 

memory, these cues were crucial for time estimation. 

In case of news events, as in the case of autobiognphical memory, time reconstruction theory is 

corroborated by experirnental results (Friedman, 1987). However, Thompson et al. (1996) found 

that time estimations are much poorer for these events. One of the rerisons for this difference 

could be that the day of week estimates for news events are less accunte than those for 

autobiognphical events (Wright et al., 1997). 

Overall, news events rnay not be well since there is an abundsuice of information in today's 

society. In such situations, it could be expected that most pieces of information will faIl in the 

background, and only few most significant ones will stand out. It should be noted that it is usually 

such significant news events that were used in tests of recall; for example, in the study by Wright 

et al. (1997). carried out in England. subjects were asked to estimate the dates of Thatcher's 

resignation and the Hillborough disaste?. The fint event took place in 1990 and the second in 

1989. Even in thesc two cases, where events were clearly of hi& significance to the local 

population, only a srnall percentage of tespondents were able to estimate the month of events 

correctly ( 15.1% and 9.38 respectively). In the first case, the percentage of respondents who 

made absolute errors greater than 6 months or could not answer was 41.5%, which is certainly 

very hi&. In the second, estimations were even poorer: as many as 75.6% of respondents couId 

' A tragedy in which 96 people were cnished to death at the beginning of a football match at the 
Hilbborough Stadium in SheffieId, England. 



not place the event within a 6-month intervai or could not answer. Given such large margins of 

error, we can expect that the estimation erron for less significant events will be even larger. 



CHAPTER 5 Design Implications 

Filing and retrîeval problems were identified in the litenture as major obstacles to effective emd 

handling. As noted carlier. filing i s  a difficult process that must be continually attended to. Whife 

in the case of electronic documents the user has control over how many of them are created and 

where they are stored, email messages amve independently of user's activities and hence it is 

more difficult to attend to their organization. Previous work on emsil ovcrload summrirized in 

Chapter 3 suggested certain stntegies for handling email overload. Although these approaches 

may indeed rnake the process of filing and retrieving messages casier. they are bound to preserve 

same inadequacies of file and folder hierarchies as they still rely on them. In order to move rtway 

from these problems. we need to introduce ri different management methodology. 

Literature in the previous chapter provides us with some pointers on which directions we could 

take. As discussed in Section 3.4., the focus is on dctermining which aspects of autobiographical 

memory can be applied to our user interface design. 

Using time for organization of electronic documents is a fairly novel appmach that has so far 

been published in a very few works (e.g. Lifestreams and LifeLines projects, as weil as the 

Timestore project). At the same time, we iue not aware of any study that explores both time- 

based organization of email messages and autobiographical memory. 



Properties of email messages 

Before we continue, we need to determine what type of information is entailed in email messages 

and which aspect of memory is responsible for remernbering information about each type. 

As shown above (Section 4.1 .), short-tenn memory is responsible for most of incoming, new 

mail, and the long-term memory for email that is a few hours old or older. Futther, recollection of 

email is ctearly a conscious process, hence email retrieval depends on deciarative memory, and 

the episodic memory in particular, since it is fairly a~tobio~gaphical in nature. 

However, thinking of al1 emrtil messages as purely autobiographical just because the user has read 

them would be misleading. Instead, the messages need to be considered within the context to 

which they d e r .  Some may be related to events that the user has personally experienced, while 

others may be predominantfy informational. For example. correspondence about a dinner with 

friends would fa11 in the first category, while an announcement of a seminar that was not attended 

would fa11 in the second. The difference between the two is that in the former case, information 

about the event is handled by a part of memory crtIIed autobiographical memory. while in the 

latter case, information would fall into a sub-çategory of semantic mernory callrd news events. in  

the work context. however, most email messages would be both autobiognphical and news 

events to some degree. For example, if a person was involved in a certain project, then al1 ernail 

retated to that project may be considered autobiognphical to some degree; more so if the person 

was involved in the actual event referred to in an email, and less so if he or she was not. The 

reason for this is that, in this particular case, the mai l  may dways be associated with a persona1 

event of involvement in the project, 

Section 4.3, discussed why news events in generd are poorly remembered. In the context of 

emriil, the situation is even more difficult -the abundance of email dictates that very few 

messages wiIl stand out in user's mind. Making it possible to retrïeve these kinds of messages 

presents a challenge that will be addressed in the design section. 



5.2. Design Implications 

This section refomulates the points from the chapter on autobiographical memory that are 

relevant to the design of the email management software. They are organized in several 

categories: utilizing context, compensation for the lack of context, support for reliance on 

temporal schemata, support for knowledge of exact dates and compensation for dating errors. 

Utilizing context 

Context is of key importance for retrieval, since the presence of cues prompts recall of more 

information about an event. 

Implication 1. Incorporate as much contextual information as possible into the interface. 

The ability to retrieve information depends very much on the presence of context. If retrieval cues 

sire present. more of the context can be reconstructed and the event cm be better remembered. 

Hence, as much information about cvents that might serve as ïetrieval cues should be 

incorporated into the interface (e.g. activities. places visited, notes of meetings etc). 

Implication 3. Show people, activity, place and time in the interface. 

These four cornponents are the most welI rernembered aspects of autobiographical events 

(Thompson et al, 1996). Since recollection depends on the number and kind of cues avaihble. it 

has to be ensured that the most valuable cues will be represented. 

Implication 3: Show together a11 people reInted to a certain activity. 

It is important to note that activities may be related to a group of people. nther than an individual. 

A sender's name alone might not aIways be a sufficient cue for recall. A peson rnight be 

associated with an event. place. organization. or a group of other people and could be meanine l  

only in that context. It is therefore impomt  not to rely on names only in representation of 

senders. but to provide as much other contextual information as possible. Such information is, 

natunlly. user-specific and therefore very difficult to model. Any such groupings or information 

would need to be provided by the user. and it is important to establish whether in fact people are 

willing to invest time to organize senders in such categories. In ideal circumstances, it would be 

possible to distinguish among well-defined, non-overlapping categories of senden (e.g. 

'coworkers from project A', 'people 1 know from MIT'. 'people from my bridge club' etc.) which 

wouId ailow meaningful groups of senders to be clustered together. 



Compensation for lack of context 
Older autobiographical events and news events carry less context than recent events. In the 

former case, contextual information is gradually Iost over tirne. In the latter case, fewer 

contextua1 information was present since the beginning. 

Implication 4: Asist the user in finding old autobiographicai ttvents. 

Since fewer temporal cues are avaiIable for older messages, finer gnined time cycles, such as 

days. become increasingly less important. In particulrir, absolute error of event date estimates 

increases approximately by one day for each week since the evenr (Larsen et al. 1996). Given 

such results, time cycle representation for old events should represent less fine-grained cycIes, 

such as weeks or months. 

Implication 5: Assist the user in finding 'news events'. 

'News events' represent the other kind of events involved with email. Since they are not 

riutobio~pphical, they canot  be placed in temporal frames the way that autobiognphical events 

cm. Furthemore, they can rarely be associated with any other kind of personal event, hence they 

cany virtuaIIy no contextual information. As a consequence. any information that is available 

must be used to narrow down the number of messages. A possible solution for finding such 

information could be a search tool that would make optimal use of known information. 

Support for reliance on temporal schemata 
Temporal schemata such as days, weeks and years are commonly used in event retneval. 

Importrince of weeks is especially noted in mernory Iitennire, since dny-of-week schema is 

Iargeiy resilient to the time passed. In other words. people are able to locate exact date of the 

week even if they rue not able to locate the exact week of the rvent. 

Implication 6: Emphasize days, weeks and years in the timeline. 

One of the most important implications from memory research is related to importance of 

temporal cycles for time estimation. In particular, researchers found that people rely on days, 

weeks, months and years when estimating time, and that time c m  be successfully reconstructed 

for 85% of events up co a year old. On the other hand, the day of month was rarely successfully 



recalled even for fairly recent events. For these reasons, it is important that the interface clearly 

reflects temporal cycles of days and weeks for email messages that are up to a years old. 

Implication 7: Present the days of the week. 

Day-of-the-week schema was found to be resilient to the lapsed time, at least for events that 

happened up to a year earlier. 

Support for knowledge of important dates 
Exact dates are often known for recent events. Landmarks rue also commonly used in time 

estimation, 

Implication 8: Include exact dates in the timeline. 

Of events up to a hundred days old. 21% are remembered exactly. Figures for events up to a frw 

weeks old are not available, but from the fact thrit the errors increrise with time. we cm deduce 

that a higher percentage of those dates wouId be exactly remembered. Since users most 

commonly handle ment  mail, exact dates should be induded in the timeline. 

Implication 9: Include salient events (landmarks) into the interface. 

Salient events or landmarks are frequcntly used as references when cstimating time of an tvcnt. 

Such events may include cyciic events such as birthdays. annivenuies. and non-cyclic ones, such 

lis the beginning of undergraduate or graduate studies. weddings and so on. 

Compensation for dating errors 
Dating mors increase roughly linearly, by about a day for each week lapsed since the event 

(Larsen et al, 1996). Also, dating errors are symmetrical around the correct date. 

Implication 10: Provide an option of hawig coarse granularities of t h e .  

For messages older than a year, exact dates m rernembered only 9 9  of the time. Also, absolute 

dating enors increase by approximately one day for each week since the event Since dating is 

more rough, we postulate that rougher granularity of time would leverage this increase in enors. 

However, the timeiine itself should not be directly scaled, for Rasons described in Implication 1 1. 

Rather, an option should be given to the user to view the entire timeline at a different level of 

granularity. 



implication I l :  Do not combine several granularities in one timeline. 

Absolute error for remembered dates is symmeaicai ruound the comct date. Hence, the timeline 

should represent equal periods of time around each particular date, nther than be scaied linearly 

or logarithmically (e.g. fisheye views, by Yamaashi et ai., 1993). For example, it is not 

recornmended to represent the timeline at a level of day in one section and at a level of month in 

another. Rather, the entire timeline should be unifonnly scaled. 

Implication 12: hclude more messages for otder dates. 

More messages need to be included for older dates, so that the increase in dating errors may be 

Ieveraged. 

5.3. Design of the Tirnestore user interface 

A lot of contextual information needs to be incorpomted into the user interface (Implication 1 ). 

Since available cues prompt other curs. we should incorponte well-remembered characteristics 

of email messages into the user interface. In general. well-rernembered components of any 

autobiographical event are the activity. the people involved and the place and time of the event 

(Implication 2). Assuming that the user will access his ernail from one or rit most few locations, 

the 'place' cornponents is not going to be sufficiently distinct from one message to another to 

serve as a cue for recall. On the other hand, 'time*, 'people* and 'activity* have a smightfonvard 

mapping ont0 the cmail attributes : 

- 'peopIe' in email communication rue the sender and the recipients 

- 'activity* is the main topic of the message, which is typically but not necessarily the subject 

of the message, and, 

- 'time' c m  be the time that the message was sent, received or handIed in some manner (e.g. 

read for the first time). 

Since availability of cues for mal1 is crucial for recognizing information, we wiIl focus on the 

above attributes of email messages in the design of the interface for Our email tool. 

It is very interesting that the above attributes are commonIy used by email tools to represent a 

message. That is quite fortunate, since our email system will be consistent with other tools in that 

respect and will reduce training tirne in our user study. 



Tirne 
Sevenl systems developed for visualization of large data sets (e.g. Fertig, 1996; Alonso, 1998) 

also rely on time as the basic organizational principle. In the case of tmail, earlier work on 

Tirnestore shows that users find time-based organization compelling and desinble. at Ieast after 

using the system for several weeks (Silver 1996; Y iu, 1997). These results go hand in hand with 

the study by Balter (1997) which shows that up to 28% of users tiIe their messages by month or 

according to some other chronologicai order (Table 2.3.), and with findings from the literature 

review which indicates that time is one of the most important attributes of an email message 

(Implication 2). Hence. it is reasonable to preserve tirne as the principal organizational metaphor. 

Sender 
Two other attributes of cvents that are well-remcmbered are 'sender' and 'subject' (Implication 

3). This finding is consistent with findings from field studies of ornai1 usage. A study by Balter 

(1997) showed that most users fiIe their mail in more thrin one way, In particular. the most 

common organization of email was a hienrchy of foldsrs Iabelled by subject, sender and timr. 

Organization according to sender is very straightforward, since every message has to have both 

the sender and the recipient. An additional advantage over the organization by subject is thtit the 

srndcr of the message is unique and remains consistent during email discussion, whereris the 

topic of the discussion, may evolve over time but subject might remain the same. Furthemore, if 

the narne of a sender is recognized by the user, it can also serve as a prompt for recall of the 

user's relationship with the sender, thereby introducing additional contextual information that 

may aid in email retrieval. 

Su bject 

The idea of having emrtil organized by subject is echoed by Whittaker & Sidner's ( 1  996) 

recommendation that messages "similar in content" be grouped together. In pmctice. however. 

this is difficult to achirve. for a number of Rasons. Ideally. the subject of the message should 

accuntely describe its content. In pnctice however, the situation is very different. Users ofien do 

not bother to construct subject lines that adequately reflect the content of the message. Also. a 

discussion of one topic may mm into a discussion of another, but the subject does not get 

updated. Some messages may also contain more than one topic. 



Trying ta corne up with an appmpriate description of the content is not any easier. The problem 

of determining computationdly what the message is about is an extremely challenging one. Some 

researchers have been very successful in creating keyword extraction software (e.g. Turney, 

1999) but such systems have mostly been designed for cases when the text deals with only one 

topic. for which the system needs to be previously "trained" on a set of documents. Since email 

messages might refer to a number of topics, results typicafly cannot be predicted. 

An alternative to having the subjecr explicitly displayed is to allow the user to virw subjrcts of 

the messages upon request. For example, the user could specify one or more keywords and 

initiate a search that would check the entire contents of the message. and then look through the 

list of messages returned by the search. In that case. the subject of the message does not need to 

be precisely formulated. 

5.4. Organization of the display 

With the above information in mind. we can procerd to organize the display. Our objective is to 

present as much usrful contextual information as possible (Implication 1). and most irnportantly 

information about senders, subjrct and tirne pertrtining to email messages (Implication 2). 

Presentation of time and sender in  a two-dimensional display was shown in eulier work on 

Tirnestore to be helpful in message retrieval (Silver 1996: Yiu. 1997). In such a display. time is 

shown mnning dong the horizontal, and senders dong the vertical uis .  Users liked this 

organization and found it more useful then the other email systems they used (Yiu. 1997). 

The two-dimensional representation described above has the additional advantage of providing 

contextual information about communication patterns with each person <ha< cm help the user 

locate the desired message. 

An issue that was not addressed in eariier studies, however. is the significance of social networks 

between the sender and the recipient (Implication 3). As discussed above, the ability to associate 

people with a place. event. organization etc. is a very smng contexnial cue. The hypothesis in 

Tirnestore is that allowing people to organize senden in such groups will be usehl for email 

retrievai (Figure 5.1 .). 
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Figure 5.1. Tirnestore inreflace. Groups of senders are clmtered uccording ro 
user-defined caregories. 

Furthemore. such two-dimensional organization allows us to exploit M y  the ability to distinctly 

see both the sender and the date. In particulm. the ability to point at the sender can be used to 

provide the user with more information about the sender. Similarly, the ability to select a date or a 

range of dates can be used CO present to the user messages from those dates only in a compact list 

rather than the hl1 view, which cm be rather sparse if not many messages were received on those 

dates. In summary, the interface layout cm be utilized to provide information to the user about a 

person. or to present different subsets of the mailbox to the user, with the goal of reducing the 

number of the messages dealt with to a manageable level. 

5.5. Implications from memory research on time organization 

In this section, we discuss how the horizontal mis, representing time. should be organized to 

reflect ihe corresponding pmcesses in human brain that occur dunng information retrieval. We 

will discuss these issues in context of the two kinds of memory that are involved in handling 

email: autobiographical memory and memory of news events. 



People are usually able to reconstnict time of autobiognphical events. by relating lifetime 

periods, landmark events and other known information. The strategies that users would rely on in 

rveryday situations will Vary depending on the nature of their retrieval task and the availability of 

cues that make time reconstruction possible. As Table 4 suggests, time can be reconstmcted for 

85% of events up to a year old and 60% of events older than a year. On the other hand, time- 

estimates of news events are nther poor and need special support (Implication 5).  Sirnilarly, 

some contextuai cues are lost with lapsed time, hence older autobiognphical messages need 

special support too (Implication 4). Such a wide nnge of abilities warrants two different kinds of 

retrieval strategies: 

Relating messages to a timeline would help in retneval of messages related to recent, 

autobiographical events, and 

A search tool would be useful in locating messages related to news events, for which few. if 

any. time cues are available, or for Iocating old messages, for which most of temporal cues 

may be lost. It would also br: useful for searching by content of the messsage. 

Locating a message 
In a two-dimensional grid discussed above, the intersection of the sender and the date is a natuml 

choice for representation of messages received from chat sender on that date. When lookinp for a 

message information about the message content has to be made as easily accessible. Furthemore. 

the time to scan over messages and view messages represented by the dot should be kept at the 

minimum. The second requirement can be achieved by striving to keep the number of keystrokes 

required to access a message shouId be as low as possibIe. In Our software, when a user clicks on 

a dot, a small window will appear, showing the subject lines of the messages the dot represents 

(Figure 5.2.). The choice of subject ovor other information reflects our earlier discussion about 

attributes of email that are most well rernembered (Implication 2). 
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Figure 5.2. interface to the messages /rom a person on a given date. Clicking on a dot opens a window 
containittg subjed lines of messages represented by the dot. 

There are some differences in the way messages should be displayed. depending on how old they 

are. Recent days are wei1 remembered. so in this case. each dot should represent messages from 

that day. Since the users mostly handle new messages (e.g. transcripts of user sessions from Yiu. 

1997). this has been implemented in the current version of the interface. However, some errors 

are expected to occur for older messages. so more messages should be included for these days 

(Implication 12). 

Granularity 
Litenture on mrmory strongly suggesu that a week is the most important temporal fnmr. We 

hypothesize that it should therefore be the basic unit of tempord orwzat ion of Our timeline. 

Consequendy. the display needs to be designed so as to allow the user to implicitly know where 

the limits of the week are. In this display. weeks are sepmted by a darker band, representing the 

weekend. Besides Implication 6, this kind of representabon dso satisfies Implication 7, according 

to which days of the week need to be emphasized. We hypothesize that having this kind of visual 

representation allows the user to quickiy tell which day of the week a certain message arrived. 



Days need to be incorporated into the interface as well. since they are another significant 

temporal f m e  (Implication 6). But nther than only displaying them visually. they need to be 

associateci with the actual calendar dates as well (Implication 8). However, week should be 

preserved as the most important temporal frame. To reconcile these two requirements. the display 

was designed so that the exact dates may be looked up if needed. but otherwise they are not 

emphasized. Rather, they visually "blend in" the week representation (Figure 5.2.). 

Searching 
As discussed earlier. email messages that are mostly informational are particularly difficult to 

locate, since they lack the context that aid in dating of autobiographical events. The situation with 

'old' persona1 rvents is similar: over time. contextual information is umdualIy lost, so that dating 

mors for such events are very large. Hence. special suppon is needrd for these events. since the 

organization outlined above is not very useful for message retrieval. What is needed in such cases 

is a way of making most of any information that may be remembered about the event. In 

particular, an appropriate tool in such cases seems to be a search tool. which would then single 

out the messages with the required information. 

It is interesting that in a study that exarnined rmail usage. it was found that there is a comlation 

between the number of stored messages and the number of searches among these messages 

(Balter. 1998). In particular. the usen with 940 or more messages searched through thrir 

messages weekly or daily (Figure 5.3.). 
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Figure 5.3. Relutionship among semch strategres and the nilmber of stored messages (Aduptedfiom 
M e r ,  1998). The more messages users have in their mailbac, rhe more ofien they me the search tool. 



In the study in question. the users were limited to a list-based display that is certainly more 

difficult to manage the larger the number of messages in the inbox. We therefore have to be 

careh1 before we assume that the same will be mie in Our case. since Our interface is very 

different. However. based on the memory literature, we c m  hypothesize that a search tool will be 

required to locate those messages that are either very dated or for which little contextual 

information is available. What we will uy to do in our user study is to estimate the frequency of 

searches in Our interface and see how it compares to the above result. Our assumption is that the 

number of searches in our case will be lower, since the user will be able to retrieve more 

messages by utilizing the contextual information presented in the interface. 

However, the purpose of the s emh  tool is not simply to find messages with a certain keyword. 

Rather. it allows the user to search for the subject or topic of the message: in other words. it 

ullows exploration of messages via the third chmcteristic of email messages. the subject or topic. 

Since the results of the search are displayed in the same time-basrd view. the usrn can still rely 

on other message cha~cterktics (namely. time and sender) in their search. 

In the context of email overload, the search tool can aIso serve as a filtering tool that will remove 

from view those messages that the user does not want to consider. 

5.6. Further discussion on the user interface design 

Message representation 
At the intersection of time and sender, a dot is placed if messages were received from that sender 

on that date. The choice is partially due to the fact that the space where at the intersection of the 

sender and date is very smail, hence the representation needs to be as simple as possible. In 

particular. representing a message by an icon. as suggested by Yiu (1997). would result in visual 

clutter if severai icons were placed close together. Further, if more than one kind of icon were 

used, it would be hard CO tell them apart, again, due to their inherently srnall size. The need for 

simpler representation led to choosing among simple geomeaic shapes. Of those. circle was 

chosen since it was aestheacally most pleasing to the eye (E-g. Aaron Marcus paper - include Full 

ref.). Blue has k e n  chosen for the read messages, since it is used by the Eudon commercial 

software, with which thïs system is integrated (more on that in the next chapter). Unread 



messages are represented by lighter blue and a bright yellow star. which is, again, consistent with 

Eudon software. High pnofity messages are show in red. 
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Some issues with the display organization 
Earlier prototypes of  Times tore did not address some important downsides of the two- 

dimensional organization of the user interface- Firstly, this kind of display consumes a lot of 

screen real estate. In particular, as soon as the length of the list of senders exceeds screen height, 

the likeiihood that users wiII miss some messages increases, as they will need to scroll to Frnd the 

appropriate sender. In this version. we provided usen with the ability to cluster senders together. 

We wiIl need to establish, through the user testing, whether the ability to dock a cluster of senders 

from view (thereby aiso excluding a range of messages h m  the display) would reduce the screen 

size to a manageable level in most cases. 



We aiso address the problem of screen space usage by maximizing the amount of screen real 

estate dedicated to the main view. In particular, in each view, we only show those senders from 

whom mail was received. An earlier prototype by Yiu ( 1997) showed al1 senders, which resuIted 

in a number of empty lines. This approach carries a certain risk with respect to consistency and 

also the possible loss of contextual information coming from seeing a line containing no 

messages, so we will need to establish through user testing whether the saving in screen real 

estate is valuable. This prototype ais0 introduces another reduction in screen real estate over ;in 

earlier prototype. In the earlier prototype, severaI lines at the bottom of the screen were resrwed 

for display of message subjects. regardless of how many messages ûcnially need to be shown 

(Yiu. 1997). In this version. we alleviate the problem by eliminating the linrs at the bottom of the 

interface and overlapping the main screen with a nrw window that contains subject lines. Sincc 

not al1 information displayed on the screen is relevant to the sought message, we can assume that 

the loss of contextual information wilI be minimal in this case. 

Another possibility for reducing the size of the screen real estatc invoIves re-examining the two- 

dimensional approach. This discussion remains outside of the scopr of this thcsis. However. it is 

touched on again in the Chaptcr 9 on the Future Work. 

lncorporating more of the design implications 
There are cenainiy other ways to incorponte the set of design implications listed in this chnpter. 

This thesis offen just one possible interpretation. Also. it is possible to implrment other desip 

implications to a p a t e r  degree as well: 

Implication 1 - including as much contextuai information as possible in the user interface - 
has not been developed f'ully in this work. In the future, the user interface could be extended 

to inciude more information about users' activities (see Chapter 9 for more discussion). 

Implication 9 - incorponting landmark events to a mater degree - should also be explored 

hrther in the future. In this version, inclusion of any such components would be hard to test 

because of the short duration of the user study. 

i. Also. according to Implications 10 and 1 1, different levels of gmularity should be pmvided, 

but the timeline should not be scaied. A possible way to meet these two requirements would 

be to give users the option of zoorning in and out of the interface as the need arises. This 

option was not implernented in this version because of the time constraints. 



Implication 12 - including more messages for older dates - needs to be refined further as 

well. This probtem was also encountered during a user study with an earlier prototype: users 

often do not remember the exact date of the message, so they need to click on a number of 

dots in order to find the desired message (Yiu, 1997). Now. the memory litenture indicates 

that dating errors are symmetrical around the correct date and that they increase linearly over 

time. Therefore, including subjects of messages from equal number of days before and after 

the represented date seems reasonable. How many days should br: included is not clear, 

however. Clearly, the older the message, the greriter the dating error and hence more 

messages should be included, but it is not clear how many days should be included per each 

period, nor even what these periods should be. On the other hand. it might be more useful to 

give users an option of selecting a certain range of days to be viçwed. nther than pre- 

selecting these numkrs for the users. Al1 thrse options would need to be veritied through 

future user testing. 



CHAPTER 6 lmplementation 

The current version of the Tirnestore prototype functions as an add-on to Eudon email client. 

Eudon is an email system with a significant market share. giving us a chance to access a wide 

range of users. There are a number of other advantages to this system. First and foremost, the 

implementation can lcvenge a number of Eudon's email handling functions. making the 

prototype construction significantly easier. The Iack of such functionality in an earlier Timestore 

prototype was one of the major reasons why users did not use it much after the first few sessions 

(Yiu. 1997). Another problem was that dunng user testing. users had to switch email systems, 

which caused the mail downloaded using Timestore to be permanently stored in its folders. 

However. with Timestore functioning as a part of Eudon, users do not have to switch email 

systems nor worry about losing their ernail. 

Relying on Eudon has some advantages with respect to user testing as well. User testing is more 

realistic. since users can handle their own email without having to worry whether they can entrust 

their entire email history to a new application. Othewise, a complete reliable and robust ernail 

system would have to be built, which could consume person-years of effort. Furthemore, since 

the users have the option of using both Timestore and Eudora for their tasks, it will be very easy 

to see whether and to what extent would users choose the List-based view over the visualization 

view given the two-process mode1 of email. 
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Yet another advruitage of relying on Eudon's mail is the possibility of porting Timestore to other 

platforms. Since Eudora folders are identicai on both PCs and Macintoshes, and since the bulk of 

Timestore is implernented in Java, porting the software to the PC would be straightforward. 

Furthemore, Eudon's folders are similx to Netscape's, so that Timestore c m  be extended easily 

to work with Netscape as weII. Ease of adaptation to other applications means that we can carry 

out more comprehensive user studies in the funire. 

Using Eudon has some disadvantages though. From the developer's perspective, interfacing to 

Eudon poses a number of challenges. Eudora's intemal data structures, including important 



information about messages (e.g, message stiitus), are not available to outside applications. This 

poses pmblems for the update of the Timestore display since Timestore has to wait until Eudora 

has written out the new status to the disk. (This happens with a delay of sevenl seconds.) Also, 

Timestore cannot know whether any message information has changcd once the focus has been 

transferred to another application, so that essentially the entire display needs to be reconstnicted 

every time the user switches back to Tirnestore. Although a significant delay was not encountered 

during the period of Timestore's use in triais, this opention is very costly and might slow down 

Timestore's performance in the future. for example if new hnctionality is added. Another 

disadvantage is that we have no influence over Eudora's functionality nor its user interface, 

which limits the possibilities for experimentation with the user interface of the combined systern. 

For example, it would be usehi to add a button to Eudon that would display the messages in 

Timestore view. However. Eudon's interface to other applications does not allow such 

extensions, Similarly, we may wish to include the text of the message in the pop up box 

containing subjects of messages in order to rninimize the number of keystrokes required to view a 

message. But then. we woufd need to include shortcuts to Eudon's message handling 

functionality (e.g. reply, fotward, delete functions), which would seemingly duplicrite the 

Functionality of the combined system and could pose interaction problems. 

An earlier version of the Tirnestore intedace was implemented in TcUk. with the backend 

functionality written in C (Yiu. 1997). In 1998. TcVi'k was abandoned by Sun Microsystems in 

favour of Java, so we could no longer rely on TcüR for our user interface. A decision to use 

Java instead was made because of its rich library of UI components. and the fact that Java code is 

portable across platfortns. ImpIementation in Java offers a number of advrintages. The core 

functionality of Timestore is implemented in Java and hence is platforrn independent This 

includes components of the interface to Eudon as well as the GUI. which takes up most of the 

Timestore code. Furthemore, due to Java's object-oriented design, the code is modular and may 

be easily changed. This is very important for any future experimentation with the interface. In 

particular, changing properties of table coIumns, table headers and celIs is straightforward now 

that the appropriate tenderers have been written. Also. code that handles nurnbers of clicks on 

components of the interface is moduIar as well, so that new functionality may be easiIy added. 



6.1 . Overview of the system 

As s h o w  in the Figure 6.1 .. Timestore consists of sevenl components: The user interface. 

search engine. and the integration code. The integration code is responsible for interfacing 

between the Java front-end (GUI) and Eudon's mail files, as wsll as for interfacing between the 

front-end and the search engine. 

main uscr intcrfacc i; impicmcnicd in Java, ÿsing tihc Swing libraries of interface 

components. This allows for an easy portability of the user interface across platforms. More 

details about the implrmentation of the user interface will be given later in this chapter. 

Although Eudon provides an API for other applications to use, the set of functions offered is 

very limited. Therefore. Timestore has to rely on Eudon's mailbox files to construct its display. 

Eudon manages these files in a slightly platform specific way. so the code that reads them needs 

to be platform specific as well. Consequently. C was used for this purpose. Fomnately. Java's 

IN1 library providcs a way of using native C code in Java's applications. Through this library. we 

were able to access data structures created in C, which contain essential information about each 

message. 

Eudora 
Software 

lntegration 

/ code tClJNll 

Times tore 
user interface tntegration 

(Java) code (CI 
ln teg ration 

code (CIJNI) 

Figure 6.2. Overview of the Tirnestore code. 

A major advannge of using C for handling the integration is its great speed. The integration code 

contains complex hnctionality. so fast performance is essential. The downside of using C is that 



porting TimeStore to other platforms wilI require slightly more effort. However, the code that 

does tkis conversion does not use any platform-specific functions, and hence the port should be 

The search engine included in the software is written in C, again for performance reasons. As 

before, the code should be easily portable to other platforms since the version of C used is a 

standard one, and no platform specific functionality is used. More details on this component will 

lx proïidcd in a Iaisr section ûf;liis chaptcr. 

Communication between TimeStore and Eudora 
At startup. messages are loaded from Eudon's TOC files' sorted and displayed in the main user 

interface. An important issue was ensuring that email messages in Tirnestore are synchronized 

Data containing information 
nhnttr nne mailhox file 

Main pointer m y .  Each 
entry points to an a m y  
tha keeps information 
ribour cach mdbox file 

\ 

\ 
\ 
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\ 
\ keep information about TOC files 
\ 

Pointer to data \ regardless of their order 
\ 

about the second 
\ 
t (one per mailbox file) 

mailbox fiIe \ 
\ 

L 
Figure 6.3. Overview of the code integrating TirneSrore und Eudora. 

Eudon's TOC file, 
sortcd by some key 

(one per mailbox file) 

5 TOC files contain basic information about email messages in one folder, such as the subject, tirne, 
location in file, Iength, status of the message, etc. Actual email messages, including the header and the 
entire body te.* are located in a difkrent file. 



Eudora loads its TOC files dunng startup. or creates hem if no such files exist4. They are 

frequently updated during the period when Eudora is in use. In particular, new TOC files are 

constructed whenever the user resorts messages, downloads new messages or deletes old ones. 

In order to use the information in the TOC files, Timestore constructs a "parailel" Iist of objects, 

where each object points to a specific entry in the TOC file. This Iist is constructed so that it is 

independent of the ordering of the TOC file. Now, for rach rnailbox file, Eudon creates one TOC 

file. and Timestore creates its corresponding list of objects contoining information about the each 

rntry in the TOC file (Figure 6.3.) In order to keep track of the entire mailbox, one additional list, 

containing pointers to Tirnestore's list of pointers to TOC files. is consuucted. (Figure 6.3.). This 

list is sorted by chronologically, and handed to the lava code to be displayed in the user interface. 

User Interface 
User intedace consists of Swing components. extended and customized to mate  the desired look. 

In pmicular, the table showing senders and time is an instance of a JTable class. Special 

renderers were written to customize the table cells and table headers. A sepante class serves to 

encapsulate properties of senders, such as their emaiI add~sses ,  phone and fax numbers. etc. as 

well as the list of messages associated with each sender. 

The main display depends on the final list of pointers to TOC files. as described in the previous 

section. For simpticity, we can assume at this point that we have 3 simple a m y  of pointers to 

Eudora messages. This m y  is then sorted in the manner depicted in Figure 6.4. in order to 

facilitate the display of information in the Timestore view. 

Briefly, the main array in the user interface contains a Iist of senders. Each sender in the m y  

contains an m y  of messages. Each entry in the a m y  of messages contains messages from one 

day. Since there may be more messages from one sender on one day, the anays of messages 

actually contain another array (Figure 6.4.). 

-- - 

4 New version of Eudora does not use TOC files by default, but allows their use for bachvard 
compatibiIity. SinceTimestore is intended for visualization of  Iarge amounts of email messages (e.g. ernail 
archives), it is adapted to use TOC files. This means that if the newest version of Eudora is used, the option 
to use otd TOC formats must be selected h m  the 'Preferences' menu. 



A m y  of pointers to List of senders 
Eudom messages 

(simplified representation) All messages. Therc is one list 
nf mcssaves for each cendcr 

Fipre 6.4. Overview of the duta srructures used for construction of the user interface. 
rirray of poinrers, on the lefr, is consulted rvhenever a message from one of the lists on the right nredr ro be 
displayeà. 

To allow clustering of senders, an additional class, called SenderGroup, was created. Each 

instance of this c las  contains pointers to senders in the sender list. Also, each sender stores a 

pointer to the SenderGroup it belongs to. 

Search Engine 
Tirnestore implements its own serirch engine since the results of Eudon's sertrch are not avriilable 

to outside applications. Tirnestore's search engine allows full-text searching of Eudom's ernail 

files, including the entire contents of messages. It allows searching for a single word or a phnse, 

as welI as boolean combinations of words and phrases. 

The search engine is irnplemented in C. This was necessary for performance reasons: the process 

of indexing of maii is very computationally intensive, and requires a lot of wnting and reading 



from hard disk. If the search engine was implementing it in Java. it would cenainly be much 

slower. 

Conversion crible: A map of 
pointers to the mail file, used 

for conversion betwsen 
indices and in the block and 

the actual mail filc 1 B K  Blocks of indices. 
&ch block contains ri number of tokens 
with a11 their locations in the mail filc 

One set of data structures for each mail file 

Figure 6.5. Uverview of the code intplementing rhejdf-tett search- 

The data used in full-text search is structured as per the above figure. Al1 words in ail email 

messages are sorted alphabeticdly, and stored together with token ID of each word. These Ids are 

converted to the actud file offset through the conversion table (Figure 6.5.). The Iist containing 

ail words is partitioned in blocks containing 128K of bytes each. A separate list. called 'the map', 

keeps pointers to the beginning of each block, ris well as some information about the first entry in 

the block. 

When a search is initiated, the map is searched to locate the block within which the particular 

string is located. Then the block is accessed and searched. Thanks to the ordering of blocks, the 



search retums a Iist of token iDs, that is then converted to the file offsets. To actually determine 

to which messages these offsets belong to, information about the a m y  pointing to the TOC files 

needs to be consulted (Figure 6.3.. 6.4.). However this array is ordered by tirne. and canot  be 

resorted since it is still needed for the main display. To work around this, a new set of pointers is 

created. They still point to the TOC files, but they are sorted by offset of messages in the file. A 

search of this m y  then gives us the location of the actual message. 

As mentioned before, building indices is very costly, since Iists of tokens need to be sorted. 

wntten to files and then merged again, and reading and writing to files are very cosrly opentions. 

To optimize the use of indexes, h z y  are initiaily created for each mailbox file and stored for 

subsequent uses. The index is rebuild onIy if the file is changed. However, for mailboxes that are 

updated frequently, such as the inbox, creating the index for full-text search is not suitable, as the 

indexes would need to be frequently rebuilt, Clsarly, if usen face Iong delays when trying to use 

the search, they will resist usine it. Hence, we have also written a function that performs linear 

search, and does that at a speed comparable to Eudom's (tested with 30,000 messages). 



CHAPTER 7 User Evaluation 

7.1 . Objective 

The objective of this study is to determine whether the email software descnbed in the earlier 

chapters of the thesis makes management of mai l  messages easier. A cornpuison is made 

between Eudon alone and the combination of Tirnestore and Eudon software. The assumption is 

that the users of the mai l  tool will have a large number of ernail messages in their mailbox. 

7.2. Overview of the user study 

Participants 
The study was c h e d  out with 5 participants. All but one of the participants for the snidy were 

drawn from the undergraduate/graduate students and ernployers of the University of Toronto. AI1 

participant use Eudon software for reading their email dong with other email applications such 

as Netscape and MS Outlook. Al1 participants except the pilot user (User 1)  have more than 1000 

messages in their inbox. AI1 participants are friends or acquaintances of the author. 

Protocol 
The user study took place over 3 sessions held 5-7 days apart. Users worked with their own 

emaii, 



Ob taining consent 

Before the first session, the purpose and method of the study are expiained to the participants in 

plain ianpage. They were assured of the complete confidentiality of the data collected. They are 

also informed that they may terminate the session at any point during the study, and ask questions 

at any point before. during or after the study. The participants are toId that they would be 

videotaped while using the software, or that, alternatively, the session would be recorded using a 

tape recorder. At this point, those participants willing to proceed with the snidy are given a copy 

of the consent form. All participants aeg-eed to procecd with the study. None of the participants 

objected to being videotaped, 

Preliminary interview 

The participants are first asked to answer some questions in a preliminary interview. In the first 

part of the interview, they are asked for some basic dsmo,pphic information about themselves. 

In the second part, they are asked about their computer experience and the nature of their 

interaction with email. 

First session 

The first session starts with a short training penod, during which the system interface is presented 

to the participants. The participants are then asked to use the software to handle their email ris 

they normally would. They are also cisked to think aloud while using the software. Thrir 

interaction with the software is observed, and notes of the interesting user comments or actions 

recorded. Unexpected interactions with the software are followed up by questions intended to find 

out what kind of response did the participant expect to get. 

Second session 

The second session is held approxirnately 5-7 days after the fint one. In the meantime. some 

changes proposed by users are implemented. In this session, participants are given a iist of short 

tasks to carry out. They are alIowed to use both Timestore and Eudon software, whichever they 

found more useful. The objective of this session is to note when the users rely on Timestore, and 

when on Eudora. The participants are asked to think aloud while carrying out the tasks. Their 

interaction with the software is observed, and notes of the interesting user comments or actions 

are recorded. Also, questions about the email software hat  did not assist in completing the task 

are answered (there were no situations in which the participants required assistance in that 

regard). 



Third session 

The third session was held 5-7 days after the second one. The intention was to let enough t h e  to 

lapse so tfiat the participants may forget any strategies that developed or Iemed by carrying out 

the tasks in the previous session. We also wanted to have sufficient time to implement any 

additional suggestions the participants may have. 

In this session, the participants are instructed to k e l y  intenct with their email messages. They 

are also asked to describe the actions they were taking. Their interaction with the software is 

observed, and note taken of any interesting comments or observations. 

After the third session. the participants are asked for feedback on utility of the software. They are 

also asked to share siny other comments or suggestions for improvements they might have. 

Initial Interview 
This interview serves to establish some basic characteristics of users. such as their level of 

education and the level of their computer experience. Also, we wrint to find out how they 

organize their email messages. and if such organizrition is suitable for subsequent retrievd. To 

that end, they are asked questions aimed at discovering any problems that they might have when 

trying to find messages. The interview is exploratory in nature, since not al1 problems c m  be 

foreseen, and not al1 questions are applicable to al1 users. Some questions are same as the ones 

used by Yiu (1997) and Silver (1996). The list of questions is presented below. 

Demographic information 

1. Age range (2 1 or younger. 2 1-35.36-50.5 2 or older) 

2. Gender 

3. Highest level of education (hi* school or less, some post-secondq education, university or 

college degree, post-graduate education) 

4. Occupation 

5.  How many years have you been using cornputers? 

6. How many years have you been using email? 

Questions about email usage 

1. Which systems, besides Eudora, do you use? 



Of those, which do you use the most? Why? 

How many messages do you typicdly receive every day? 

Of those, approxirnately what percentage do you a) Save for future reference, b) delete 

immediately? 

Which messages do you save? 

Which do you delete? 

How do you organize the messages hat you save'? (e.g. most messages kept in the inbox, 

filed by subject, time, sender etc.). 

How many messages. approxirnately, do you have in your inbox'? 

How about in the other folders (except 'Trash* and 'Sent')? 

IO. How many of these folders do you have? 

1 1. How much tirne. approxirnately. do you spend every day handling ernail? 

Questions on Email Retrieval: 

Do you ever dekte stored messages. If yes, which messages do you delete? How often do you 

delcte them? 

How often do you need to find a stored message'? 

Can you give me an example or two of stored messages that you retrieved? 

How do you find these messages? 

When do you use a search engine? 

Have you encountered difficulties when looking for an older message'? If yes. what kinds of 

probtems did you have? 

Were you ever in a situation where you knew which information you wanted to end, but 

could not formulate the search? If yes, please explain. 

When you encountered problerns in retneval, were you able to find the message? How long 

did it take you to find it? 

Answers to these questions are given in the Appendix A. 

Tas ks 
These tasks were designed with the goal of deteminhg how the users find older messages. The 

reason for including these casks is the fact that when users handle their messages freely, they 

typically only access very recent mail (e.g. transcrîpts of user sessions in Yiu, 1997). In order to 

examine how the users would use Tirnestore to locate old mail, we have two options: 



1. Give the software to people to freely use over a long penod of time, log the sessions, and 

analyze them later. 

2. Try to emulate the real usage situations through specific tasks. 

The first study would certainly provide more reliable results than the second one. However, there 

are many difficulties with this approach. First, the study would need to be carried out over a long 

period of time, as users have indicated, and transcripts of user sessions confirm this, that old 

messages are accessed very irregularly. In the context a M.Sc. thesis. such a study i s  simpfy not 

feasible. Second, the users would need to use the software in the way they normally do, which 

poses many problems as far as logging of user sessions is conctrned. If al1 messages are logged. 

and it would be hard to create a logging tool that would stop recording once a message is opened, 

than this raises many concems about privacy. especially in the workplace. On the other hand. if 

the study is camed out with users* personal (home) mail. than results may well be inconclusive, 

since presumably these messages are treated differently than those at work. In particular. one rnay 

rarely wmt to locate an old personal message; indeed. when asked for an exampk of an old 

message they retrieved, users typically referred to a message they needed for work. Furthermore, 

logging of users interaction lacks a significant piece of information: knowledge of what it is that 

the user is looking for, and what information hdshe has in mind when trying to initiate the search. 

This is a major obstacle, since knowing which information the user wants to locate is crucial in 

constructing a useful retrieval tool. 

Using tasks. of course, has some shoncomings too. The search process is simulated, and may not 

be the same in pnctice. Tasks may not capture the real usage situations. However, the tasks may 

be designed so as to include a wide range of semh situations. which may not anse dunng a real- 

usage snidy. because they are inherently limited in time. Tasks are used in this thesis since they 

are particularly suitable for short-tenn user studies such as this one. 

The list of tasks used in this study is below. They were designed so as to be applicable in a large 

majority of cases. In other words. the situations described below are presumed to be very 

common. They also ask for messages that were received between 3-4 days ago and one year ago. 

The messages speciS a time frame that reflects the increase in dating errors as descnbed in the 

Chapter on autobiographical memory. For exampie, one message refen to "a week or two ago", 

and another "6 to 12 months ago." The tasks were purposely ananged so that the tirne penod 



required appears random. We did not want the tasks ordered so as to progress h m  say, most 

recent to the oldest or vice versa, since we did not want the users to progressively move in one 

direction. 

Also, some tasks ask for a specific person, while others refer to a message in genenl. Clearly, 

Timestore has an advantage over Iist-based systems in that messages are automatically sorted by 

both sender and date. On the d o m  side, accessing subjecw of messages is not as straightforward. 

By sometimes asking for the name of the sender and other times not, we should be abIr to gain 

some insight into how people generaily approach the process of finding messages. 

One of the tasks asks the user to specificdly look for a message that they actuaIIy need to find. 

We wanted to see how the participants go about finding such messages. and also what kind of 

messages wiI1 they want to find. To make this process easier, they are asked to think allowed as 

they carry out the task. 

Was there someone who wrote to you a werk or two ago. but you didn't get a chance to reply 

to himher? Find the message that you need to reply to. 

Think of a message that you actually need to find. (Som suggesions: a message with a 

certain URL, information about a project, a job posting, someone's contact information. ..). 

Find the message. 

Think of an interesting message that you received in the past few days. 

Find the message. 

Find a message announcing a meeting or a serninar that was to be held between 6 and 13 

months ago. 

Think of a person that often sends you mail. Find a message from that person that you 

received 3 or 4 months ago. 

The transcnpts of these tasks may be found in the Appendix B. 

Since the intention is to compare when the users would reiy on Timestore and when on Eudora, 

both were located on the screen before the beginning of the session. AIso, the list of tasks given to 

the user explained that they couId use either software for task completion. The same was 

reitented verbally before the beginning of the session. 



Final Interview 
Final interview serves to gather users' impressions of the software after they have used it to 

handie their email and carry out tasks. The List of questions follows below. Sorne of these 

questions are the same as those used by Y iu ( 1997) and Silver ( 1996). 

For what types of tasks did you use Timestore? Was Timestore useful for those trisks? 

For what types of tasks did you assume Timestore would not be useful. so you didn't use it? 

What are the things you most liked about Tirnestore? 

What are the things you les t  liked about it? 

Did you find the time-based organization useful? Why? 

What about the sender-based organization.. . Did you find it useful? Why? 

Do you think the ability to group senders would be usefuf to you? If yes, how would you 

group hem? If not, why not? 

Overail, do you think you would use Timestore on a regular brisis? 

Do you have any other comments about the interface. or suggestions for improvernents? 

Answers to these questions may be found in the Appendix C. 

7.3. Initial interview results 

GeneraI user characteristics 

Al1 participants are highIy educated (al1 have at l e s t  a university deewe) and are in the 3 1-35 age 

range. Al1 use Eudon for reading their email, although none of them use it  as their primary email 

software. A11 of them have been using cornputers and email for three or more years. Al1 but one 

have more than 1000 messages in their inbox. Sorne of these users are friends of the investigator. 

The size of users' mailboxes ranged from 78 to 1700 messages. Users received between 4-5 and 

100 messages per day. Four users saved most of their ernail(708 or more). while one user 

deleted 90% of her email. A possible reason for this difference is that the latter user is the onIy 

student in the group, and by her own admission, "does not receive a lot of important mail." Other 

users Save most of their email, and this ernail is typicaily work-related. 



Users' interaction with emaii 

Users' email organization strategies wete very diverse. The user who received few messages and 

deleted most of them did not have any folders. The three users who had appmximately 1 100 

messages reported relying on a project and sender-based folder hierarchy to organize their mail. 

And the user who had most of the mail (1700 messages) reported that she gave up ftling because 

it becme too difficuft to organize ail the messages in the appropriate fo Iders. She still has some 

otd folders, but most of her mai1 is in the inbox. 

The users spend anywhere between 1 and 4 hours per day handling their emaiI. 

They also reported significant number of problems during message retrieval, Two users said chat 

they cannot use search tools, because the number of retumed results would be too large. Two 

users reported that they were sometimes not able to find messages they were looking for. Another 

two reponed that they typicatly spcnd a lot of time searching for messages. 

7.4. Results of the user testing sessions 

This section summarizes the results of the three user testing sessions. In response to the user 

feedback, several changes to the interface were made. In particular: 

After the first session: 

- The red border was added around the current day in order to make it more apparent. 

- The number of clicks on a dot required to open the pop-up box was changed from two CO one, 

in order to be consistent with the number of clicks required to open messages. 

- The icon representing a new message was slightly changed. One user thought that the original 

"sparkle" on the icon looked too much like an asterisk. 

After the second session: 

- Additional window update functiondity was added. In particular, after this change, the 

Tirnestore view would get updated for checking whether a statu of a message changed while 

the message was handled in Eudon  

- The co1our of the background for the iist of senders was changed to differ from the white 

background of the message List. 



First sesion 

Users were not prompted for any immediate feedback. All comments summarized below were 

volunteered by the participants. 

Users' first impression of the software were positive. Four out of five participants commented 

that they like the interface and that they think the coftware wnuld he wefiil for finding their 

rmail, One user commented that she liked the fact that Timstore will "organize" her messages by 

two criteria nther than the standard one. 

Some comments were interesting. Two users said they Iiked the software because it reminded 

[hem of a particular computer game. Three users ussd the term "calendai* to refer to the interface. 

This is particularly interesting since one of the users in the study by Yiu ( 1997) said that she 

wished the interface "seemed more Iike a calendar." 

Timsstore also received some critiques. One penon commentrd that she would not use Timestore 

as primrtry email software. as she thought that not enough d e t d  about messages is provided for 

recent mail. However, she said that she would use it to find archived mail. Another user opened 

an unread message using Eudom, and commented that there was a problem with Timestore since 

message status was not changed in Timestore. (Eudora trikes a few moments before it wntes the 

data to disk). Two users also admitted king  confused as to the extent of integntion of Timestore 

and Eudon They thought of the two applications as separate, not integrated. One commented 

that she would expect to see a button or a menu option in Eudora that would take her to the 

'Timestore view". 

Second session 
In the second session, the users c h e d  out tasks provided by the author. Al1 users camed out the 

tasks without any probIems or delays. They mostly used Timestore to locate messages. 

One user relied on Eudon when she wanted to find a message by subject. Another did so after 

being reminded that she cm also use Eudora to cary out the tasks, but she closed Eudon and 

switched back to Timestore as soon as she completed the task in question. 



Task 1 

This task asked if there was a person that needed to be replied to. As expected, al1 users except 

one quickly came up with the name of the sender, and found the message almost instantly. One 

user thought that she replied to everyone, but did think of the person in the end. After that. she 

quickly found the message. Al1 users reIied on Timestore for this task. 

Task 2 

This task asked the users to locate the message they actually need to find. The result of this task 

were very diverse. One user wanted to find an announcement, another wanted to find a certain 

email message and the third wanted to find a contact information about the person. Of the 

remaining two senders. one wanted to look up a message sent tfiat day. and one wanted to locate a 

message sent the previous month. 

What was particularly interesting is that four users relied on Timestore for this task. The user who 

wanted to find the announcement could not remember who the messacge came from, and usrd 

Eudon. The remaining four users knew who the sender was and were able to Iocate the desired 

message hirly quickly. Of these four. one used the sezuch engine and the other three relied on the 

user interface. 

Task 3 

This tasks asks users to find an interesting message received in the previous few days. As 

expected. the users knew who the sender was and relied on Timestore to locate the message. Two 

users, however used the search to filter out the messages first. 

Task 4 

Al1 but one users relied on Timestore for this task, The one who used Eudora did so after she was 

reminded that she may use Eudon for some of the tasks. In al1 cases, the users used the interface 

to scroll back to the desired period. One user changed his mind and tried searching for a keyword 

instead. 

Task 5 

A11 users relied on Tirnestore for this task; four navigated through the interface, and one searched 

for the narne of the person. After he reaiized that he got more messages that way, he closed the 

search window and used the interface to find the person. They scrolled to the pend in question 



and found the narne of the person they oflen get email from. This task was completed very 

quickly in al1 cases. 

Third session 
The third session was reserved for Free handIing of email. followed up by a final. post-study 

interview. During the user session, some users reitented some of their earlier objections 

regarding interaction. Some users shared some more ideas, but in general, there were fewer such 

ideas than in the first session. The Cocus of this session was the post-study interview. the results 

of which are summarized betow. 

7.5. Final interview results 

The most important result is that four out of five users said thrit they would use Timestore on ri 

regular basis to handle email messages. The remaining user said that she would use Timestore 

provided some requirements are met: she wants to br: able to click on a URL and view 

attachments (both are Eudon's functionality). 

Of the four participants who liked Timestore. one repeatedly stated throughout the study that she 

wished she had this software available at her last job. when she had to manage large amount of 

email. Another asked for a copy of the software. 

OveralI. the users telied on Timestore for a number of tasks. They mostly read and answered 

men t  messages. AI1 users said that Timestore was useful for those tasks. One said that Timestore 

lets her view larger amount of email at a quick glance. whereas in Netscape or Eudon she would 

have to scan a long list of messages to view the similar number of messages. 

The uses liked the visualization very much. as well as the coloun and icons. They like being able 

to skim their mailbox very quickly and access a large number of messages directly. Two users 

were confused about the way Eudon and Timestore are integrated. Two also did not like the way 

the pop up box was implemented. During the snidy, many users failed to close the pop up boxes. 



7.6. Discussion of results 

The current version of Timestore was very well received by the usen. The users praised the 

visualization and found it useful for the tasks they carried out during the periods of fixe email use. 

This was slightly surprising, since in these sessions the users mostly handled recent email, and 

Timestore does not provide a compact view of ment  messages. However, it seems that the 

number of messages people receive daiIy has grown so large that even a Iist-based view has 

becorne too cumbcrsorne. 

Al1 users liked the ability to organize the senders into groups. As expected, they thought that it 

was a good way to reduce visual clutter in the user interface. They did not have a chance to use 

Timestore for prolonged periods of time, but even so during the periods of free email use the 

users created sender groups to categon'ze people. When asked which sender groups they would 

have, four users listed at ieast four groups. One said that she would have al1 senders categorized 

in these groups. 

Some results were not as ctear as we had hoped for. In particular. the search functionality was not 

used very much. except by two users who frequently search for messages. and another who 

simply tned it out. Of those who did not use it, one said that she would not need to search because 

she thinks that she would be able to find the messages using the Timestore interface. The other 

wris convinced, as per her earlier experience with the serirch engine, thrit the ssarch would not 

yieId useful information since most of the keywords and people rire the same from project to 

project. Mowever, the user who relied on the seorch engine to complete al1 of his tasks was very 

satisfied with how it works. Another. who frequently searches for messages. said that the way it 

was implemented was very suitable for her. since she normally types in a keyword to fiiter 

messages and then scans anyway. She liked the fact that she did not need to type any information 

apart from what she is looking for. 

It is important to note that several factors may have influenced the results. First, the fact that the 

author knows d l  participants may have skewed the resuIts towards more positive. Second. the 

novelty of the software might have caused usen to use it more than they would in pnctice. On 

the other hand, the fact that the users do not use Eudora as their main email software was 

pmbably not a factor, for severai reasons. First, ai1 other email clients the participants use offer 

the same, list-based view of messages and the sarne basic ernaii handling hinctionality. In fact, 



most users demonstnted, when handling email messages freely, that they were cornfortable with 

using Eudora. They replied and forwarded the messages, changed the message stritus etc. Also, 

Eudora was not needed in the snidy except in the second session where only the usage of the list 

was anticipated. In that case, before the participants were given a Iist of tasks to carry out, both 

Eudora's list of messages and the Tirnestore view were shown at the screen, and the users were 

toId clearly that they had a free choice of the view which they wanted to use. The same was 

written on the handout containing the list of tasks to be compieted. 

Overall. four out of five users said that they would use Tirnestore on a regular buis. This result is 

certainly encounging. 

7.7. Lessons leamed about methodology 

Videotaping 

During the study, usen' interaction with the software are observed and the usen are videoraped. 

This strategy has its advantages and disadvantages. On the positive side, the investigator is able to 

ask users to explain what kind of response they expected when they performed a certain action. A 

lot of vaiuable feedback about the interface - especialfy information about user interface 

standards - was obtained in this manner. On the negative side, most participants are fairly self- 

conscious in front of the video camera and hesitate to keep their email opened for more than a 

few seconds. One user in particular nirned to the video camen at one moment to explain why the 

text she was typing was underlined in red (it was in a language other than English), Users also 

hesitated to type responses that are longer than just a few Iines, even when it is clear that the 

message they are responding to requires a longer response. It is possible that conducting the user 

testing in a location other than the one where the users typically access their email contributed to 

the users' discomfon. as the usen who handled email at their workplace generally seemed more 

relaxed. Moving to another location was necessary in case of three users: one had a very slow 

Macintosh with an old opentinp system that did not support Java (User 1). Usen 2 and 3 had PCs 

rit home, and their Eudom files had to be transferred ont0 Macintosh so that the software could be 

used. 

Location of the testing sessions 

As noted above, when testing was done in a location other than one where they typically handle 

their emait, the users seemed more il1 at ease. Ideally, the studies would be carried out at the 



users' natural setting (work or home), but this poses some problems. First, gaining access to one's 

workplace is difficult. One user in particular was not willing to use the emaii he keeps at work for 

user testing, since this mail is considered "proprietary information". He was unwilling to transfer 

the mail onto his computer at home, since he was womed that "administrators at the Company 

would think something strange is going on" if he starting downloading ail of his ernail (he has 

about 35,000 messages at work triking up over 300 rnegabytes of space). Consequently, the 

testing was done with the email he has at home. Second, a lot of companies have a policy in place 

whereby any software that is to be used must first be approved by the appropriate department. 

which poses additional difficulties for conducting user testing at the participants' workplace. If 

possible, future user studies should be carried out in the users' natuml setting, so that more real 

usage situations are incorpomted into the study. 

Work-related or personai email? 

As noted in the preliminary interview results, there are large differences in the way personal and 

work-related email is hand1ed. In the future, it should be ensured that the type of email that is 

being used is consistent across users. Under the assumption that more ernail messages are stored 

for the intended future use in the work setting. subsequent user studies should ideatly reiy on 

user's work-related email. 

Adapting design to users' feedback 

This study was also somewhat unusuril in that the test sessions were held approximately 5-7 days 

apart. The rerison for this is tbat we wanted to implement some suggestions from the users before 

the following session would take place. This kind of study was successfulty used by Rubick 

(2000). 

Incorponting users' suggestions had a very positive impact on the kind of feedback provided. In 

particular, users were ri lot more willing to share their comments and suggestions when told that 

previous users' suggestions were incorponted into the system. Users seemed pleased when told 

that a certain characteristic of die program would be changed in response to their comments. 



7.8. Summary 

Overail. the users like the email visualization offered by Timestore and 4 out of 5 would use it to 

handle their email on a reguIar basis. However. some users were confused about the interaction 

between Eudora and Timestore. 

The software cvaluation strategy used here is useful for obtaining qualitative ferdback about the 

interfxc. .4lsc. &e users liked to sce t h i r  suggestions incoipontcd inro dic dcsign. Knowing rhar 

other users' suggestions were incorponted also encounged users to offer more suggestions of 

their own. Some shoncomings to the evaluation process were identified as wrll. In the future. it 

should be ensured that the kind of crnail used in testing is consistent across users. Whenever 

possible. the testing should be carried out at a location where the usen typically handle their 

email, so that more realistic usage situations may arise and so that users' discomfon is 

minirnized. 



CHAPTER 8 Contributions 

8.1 . Literature review 

This thesis provides a summary of litenture on autobiopphical rnemory related to retrieval of 

events. Although it is primarily concemed with a design of an ma i1  systern that assists in email 

retrieval. the overview of relevant litenture provided herein and n discussion of its implications 

for retrieval of messages may prove useful to others as well. In particular, those who wish to 

utilize properties of autobiogmphicnl rnemory in the design of retrieviil systems may find useful 

information in this thesis. 

8.2. User interface design 

The set of design implications that stemmed frorn the litenture review should prove useful in 

future work on Timestore and other email management software. Also, the cumnt version of the 

Timestore prototype illustrates how these implications may be incorporated into such user 

interfaces. The current prototype has practical value as well; the participants in the user study 

have indicated that it helps them in management of email. 



8.3. lmplementation 

This version of Timestore is one step dong the way in building software that wauld dlow users 

to find a message among a large nurnber of messages, and was designed to make any hture 

refinements easier. 

Previous work on Timestore has included a prototype built by Long. which was subsequrntly 

refined and evduated hy Silver (!995!. This work show0 ~ l a t  ~ ! e  Grrie-hsec! m0 sender-!??se0 

organization is useful for message retneval. Next, Yiu (1997) created a ncw version of Timestore 

prototype. incorponting suggestions from Sitver (1996). Unlike the carlier prototype. which 

functioned as an add-on to Eudora, Yiu's system was a self-contained emaii client. However, as 

time passed, users used Timestore less frequently. As one user noted. missing features caused him 

to alter his normal way of using email, and at times he was less motivated to use Timestore (Yiu, 

1997). 

lntegration with Eudora 
As a resuit, this version of Timestore was designcd JO ris to utilize the features supported by 

Eudom. popular ernail software. ResuIts of this decision were clriar: none of the user commented 

that Timestore was missing any of the features that they typically used in emaiI management. 

Another problem highlighted by Yiu (1997) is the one of synchronization of data. The messages 

downloaded in Timestore were not immediately transfenble to the other application. nor vice 

versa. In this version. no data needs to be transfemd between applications. since Timestore 

simply reads Eudon folders and displays h e m  in a different view. 

Portability 
Moreover, the core functionality of Timestore is pIatform independent. This includes the GUT, 

which takes up most of the code, and components of the interface to Eudom Moreover, Eudora 

TOC files, which contain information about each particular message, are identical for Macintosh 

and PC platforms. Hence. we have created a prototype that may be easily ported to other 

platforms. Furthemore, given the fact that the code is modular and that message information is 

similar for most email applications, Timestore may be adjusted to handle email by various 

applications as well, if the need for that arises. In pdcu la r ,  if a more extensive study needs to be 

canied out at any point, involving more users and different email applications, Timestore may be 

easily adjusted to satisQ these requirements. 



Modularity 
Another advantage of using Java needs to be stressed, Due to Java's object-oriented design, the 

code is modular and may be easily changed, This is very important for any future experimentation 

with the interface. In particular, changing properties of table columns, table headers and cells is 

straightforward now that the appropriate renderers have been written. AIso, code that handles 

numbers of clicks on components of the interface is modular as weil, so that the existing 

functionality may be easily changed, or new functionality added. 

8.4. User testing 

The study carried out as a component of this user testing sxtends the earlier work to examine, 

through tasks. stntegies that people use to locate older messages. As interviews and tnnscripts of 

radier user sessions show, when people freely use email, they tend to focus on the most ment  

messages. In this stud y, we have asked users to describe cxamples of older messages they needed 

to retrieve, and also to carry out a set of tasks that ask them to locate messages between 3-4 days 

and one year old. 

Another fairly novel user testing stntegy, used previoudy by Rubick (2000), was incorponted 

into the user testing. Improvements to the software were made between user testing sessions. so 

that user couid see the effects of their recommendations. Although, due to resource constraints, 

oniy those recommendations that did not require a substantiai number of person-hours could be 

implemented, the resuits were clear. Users appreciated seeing their suggestions incorponted into 

the intedace. Also, when told that certain features were inciuded because other users have 

suggested hem, they were more likely to provide suggestions of their own. 



CHAPTER 9 Future Work 

The work outfined in this thesis cm be extended in many directions. 

9.1. The current prototype 

Some possibilities for future work on the cunent TimeStore prototype rire listed below. 

A long-term user study 
In order to better understand usage patterns and the nature of users' interaction with the time- 

based view, it is necessary to carry out a long-term user study. The reiison for this is that ri shon- 

term user snidy wiI1 examine only a small number of r d  usage situations, and will identify fewer 

areas for improvement than a long-term study. For example, aliowing users to mark a message as 

important rnight be sufficient for the success of its subsequent retrievals during ri short-tenn user 

study, but only a longer study rnight show if the same would hold over the long-term. or were the 

users, for example, able to find the message only because it was still fairly fresh in their minds. 

Carrying out a long-tem study cm therefore provide us with better understanding of the 

software's strengths and weaknesses. 

An exploration of the full-text search approach 
Since the TimeStore interface was shown to be a useful one, a user study re-exarnining the 

current imptementation of search process rnight be very valuabIe. As discussed earlier, a usable 

search interface is cruciai for finding messages for which IittIe contextuai information is 



available. Now. formulating a search query in such situations rnight still be difficult if littie is 

remembered about the message sought: the user might not be able to formulate exactly what she 

or he is looking for. or wone. might try searching by a key that is a synonym of the word that 

appears in the text. In such situations. providing the search engine with some "intelligence" might 

result in an interface that's a lot more usable. Certainly. this extension has potential for some 

multidisciplinary work. 

A study of user preferences 
Another possible study that would improve the current interface would involve users in a 

discussion of aspects of the email message they deem imponant. This information could be useful 

for any refinements of the current interface design. In addition to basic properties such as subject. 

srnder, time and the recipient list. possible properties couId include information such as whether 

the user has replied to the message. what the next message in the thread is. was there a particular 

context for this message (e.g. wrts it a part of a conversational thread). This kind of study would 

also point out any components of the interface that should be excluded or included, as welI as if 

an existing component of the should be made more apparent. 

Reiationship between search and browsing 
Relationship between searching and browsing could be expIored in funher detail. Right now. a 

search is performed on the entire maiIbox. regardless of where in the interface the user is located 

when the search is initiated. and the results obtained are the same. However, it might be possible 

interweave in searching and browsing, so that the user's location in the interface and actions that 

preceded the search gives additional information to the search engine. which c m  then formulate 

the results of the query in an appmpriate way. Such communication between searching md 

browsing can perhaps be taken further to make the retrirval process simpler. 

Determining which su bsets of messages are useful 
There is some room for exploration of alternative viewing options. For example. an option of 

seeing rt subset of messages in a compact list might be a better solution in some cases. For 

example, if the user does not have many messages in the mailbox. he or she would have to scan a 

large. possibly very sparse list in order to locate the desired message. in which case a compact list 

of messages may be more appropriate. Also. some users might wish to be able to see al1 messages 

sent on a particuiar day or dunng a certain time penod in a compact list. Others may wish to look 



at messages from several senders onIy.. . In general, canying out a user study with a goal of 

determining which viewing options are most commonly desired would provide very valuable 

information for improvement of this prototype. Any such smdy would have to be long-term, so 

that real usage situations dictate these suggestions. 

Minimizing real estate use 
A major drawback of the present twodimensional user interface is that it consumes a significant 

amount of screen real estate. The list of senders exceeds the Iength of the screen when the number 

of senders reaches about 30. Clearly. reducing row height or the font size can only go so far. 

What is needed is a way to reorgmize the display so that meriningtùl information is shcwn, but 

the teal-estate is still preserved. A starting point could be the realization that when the user is 

looking for a message is sought. he or she will only find a small subset of the messages rictually 

useful in their search. 

One possibility is to take clustering of senders one step funher, and alIow the user to hide other 

information from virw when cxamining messages from an expanded group of senders. At the 

moment. clusters may be collripsed and expanded. but al1 other senders are still displayed. For this 

approach to be useful. we need to show that hiding of other information will not result in loss of 

important contextual information. and also that the sought message can reasonably tx: expected to 

appear among those shown together. 

Since only as subset of the senders is displayed. less real-estate is consumed. The leftovcr may be 

used to rittrich notes or other information that may provide context in the future. 

9.2. Work beyond this prototype 

Some possibilities for future work on some of the issues beyond this study are listed below. 

Re-examining the two-dimensional grid 
A possible extension of this work involves examining the possibility of rnoving away from a two- 

dimensional grid into a different orgrinization. Severai versions of TimeStore have used the same 

essential interface layout. While time and sender are certainly both usefd and helphil. it is not 

clear that it is necessary. or even useful, to have both be displayed at the sarne tirne. A two-step 



process, whereby the user would first specify/choose one and then the other criteria might be 

more useful and less consuming of the screen reai estate. For example. the user could select a 

sender or a group of senders only from the set of al1 senders. The messages from that person or 

group could be displayed dong a timeline, as in Timestore. In that case, a user snidy that would 

compare the present approach with the approach described above should prove to be very 

informative. 

lntroducing a place component 

Another possible extension of this work involves an exploration of the possibility for an 

introduction of a 'place' component. As discussed in the memory litenture. people involved. the 

main activity. and the location and time of the cvent are event components that are well 

remembered, Since we are assuming that the user will access hisher email from one location (or 

a small number of locations), the 'place' component of the event could not have been utilized in 

this version of Timestore. However. having the software on a mobile device could provide 

additional remeval cues, This could ba tested by cxtending Timestore to work on a mobile drvice 

such as a PalmPiIot, and finding out if this wouId provide somc additional retrieval context. 

Another option is to extend the desktop version of the software to incorporate contextual cues in 

the user interface. For example. information about the user's activities and their location might 

provide additional retrieval context. 

Re-examining the approach to search and retrieval 
It is also possible to look at the issue of search and retrieval from a different angle. In particular. 

axamining what kind of information people most commonly look for when they are trying to 

locate a message could be very informative. A smdy of this type would need to take into account 

the email client people use and what options in the search engine interface are available in this 

client. Our approach has been to present information that is well remembered, and assume that 

this would allow user to easily recognize the messages they are looking for. A snidy of the kind 

outlined above would provide the other side of the issue. 



CHAPTER 10 

The work on this version of Timestore provides more information about the design of the system 

that can be used in the future. In particular. the review of litenture on ûutobiognphicûl memory 

and the discussion of the implications for design will be a usefùf reference in future extensions of 

the system. 

In terms of impkmrntation, this version eliminates most of the crucial problems identified in the 

previous version. In pmicular. reliance on a popular software system gave us the opportunity to 

rely on most of its functionality and concentnte on interface design. This is a considetable 

advantage. since convenient features that users expect ro be prescnt (such "cut and pûste" 

functionality. or support for attachments (Yiu. 1997)) can be either overlooked as the designer 

focuses on building crucial features. or simply not possible to implement due to time and resource 

consuaints. As a result of this integration, most of the user feedback we obtained was concerned 

with the look and feel of the system. which is what our objective was. 

Results of the user study are mostly positive. but sorne important shortcomings have been 

identified as well. Al1 usen liked the visualization of their mailbox. and most said that they would 

use the system on the regular basis. Al1 liked the ability to group senders, and said chat they 

would use the functionality to form sevenl groups. On the other hand. usen complained that 

sornetirnes the list of senders was too long to scroll,and suggested adding hinctionality that would 

let hem see messages sent on a certain day in a compact list. Two of five users were confused 

about how Timestore was integrated with Eudon, 



This thesis is one step dong the way in creating a useful system for management of large 

amounts of ernail. AIthough the software, as developed, is no& perfect, user feedback indicates 

that the npproach to the visualization of e m d  management adopted here has the potential to be 

developed into a vaIuable and effective email management tool. 
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Appendix A - Initial Interview Results 

Demographic Information: 

1. Age range (2 1 or younger, 2 1-35,3640,s 1 or older) 

User 1. 1 11 -35 
User 2. [ 2 1-35 
User 3. 1 2 1-35 
User 4. 1 21-35 

2. Gender 

User 1. 
User 2. 

3. Highest level of education (high school or iess, some post-secondq education. university or 

college degree. post-pduate education) 

FemaIe 
Male 

User 4. 
User 5. 

Femaie 
Female 

4. Occupation 

- - -  

User 2. 
User 3. 
User 4. 
User 5. 

1 User 1. 1 Ph.D. student 1 

- 

University degree 
University degree 
University dqgree 
University degree 

- - 

I User 2. I Software tester I 
User 3. 
User 4. 
User 5. 

Doctor of Medicine 
Marketing manager 
Webmaster / software quaiity assurance 



5. How many years have you been using cornputers? 

User 2. 
User3. 

3 
3 

User 1. 

Questions about email usage 

i 

6 

User3. 

7. Which systems. besides Eudora. do you use? 

User 2. 3 I 

3 

Answers and comments 

User 4. 10 + 

8. Of those, which do you use the most? Why? 

L 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Answers and comments 

Netscape Communicator, and web-based email systems (e .g  Hotmail). 
MS Outlook/Outlook Express, Netscape Messenper. 
MS Outlook, Netscape Messenger. 
Netscape, pine, MS Explorer. 
Netscape, pine. 

1 1 since it was the softwarë that her company used. Now she uses Eudora, web-based mail 

1. 
2. 
3. 

She uses Netscape the most, since it is fastest and cm handle large messages. 
He uses OutIook the most, because it is the emaii software of choice where he works. 
At first she used Netscape, for about a year. Then she used Outlook the most, for 2 years, 

4. 

1 convenient It's already opened. 

and Netscape, 
She uses Netscape the most since it is consistent across platforms (she has PC at home 

5. 
and Macintosh at work). She dso fin& it easy co use. 
Netscape. Because she uses the bmwser a lot, so its email prognm is the most 



9. How many messages do you typicaily receive every day? 

1 2. 1 Appmximatrly lûû. 

1 
Answers and comments 

10. Of those. approximately what percentage do you a) save for future teference, b) delete 

immediateIy? 

4. 
5. 

Answers and comments 

About 25. 
20. 

1 3. 1 She saves about 70%. detetes 30%. 1 

1. 
2. 

She saves about 10%, deletes 90%. 
He saves 90% and deietes 10% 

I 1. Which messages do you save? 

L 1 

Answers and comments 

4. 
5. 

She saves about 70%. deIetes 30%. 
She saves about 90% deIetes 10%. 

1 1 communicritions. s u ~ ~ o r t  issues. customer mail etc.) 

2. 
3. 
4. 

[ 5. 1 Business and personal. 

He saves business-related mail. 
She saves al1 professional and work-reIated mail. 
She saves personal mail and work-related mail (which is most of her email : Company 

12. Which do you deiete? 

Answers and comments 

[ 1. 1 Most of her messages are seminar announcernents. information about recreational 1 
1 1 activities etc. which she deletes once that the even has taken place. She does not receive 1 



1 ( many important messages. If she does receive such a message. she prints it out. The 1 
1 1 reason why she deletes so many messages is that other lab members have access to her 1 

13. Hùw do you ~rganizz rhz messages ihat p u  sdvz'? { ~ g .  mus; messages kcpt in &z inbos. 

filed by subject, time, sender etc.). 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Answers and comments 

mail fotder, so she doesn't leave rnany messages there. 
He deletes personal mail. 
She deletes most of her personai mail. 
She deletes messages she receives from mailing lists, various ads and "general sparn." 
Spam. 

1 1 everything in the inbox. Earlier. she organized mail into folders. She had û folder for 1 

L 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

She keeps d l  her messages in the inbox. 
He stores messages in folders, by sender and project, 
She files mail in folders. by person or by project. 
She used to file her email. but couldn't keep up with the volume. Now she keeps 

1 1 them. She organizrs some by penon. but most by project. 1 
5. 

14. How many messages, üpproximately, do you have in your inbox'? 

cvery person until the numkr of people grew over 500, she grouped them into ri 

"people" foider etc. 
She keeps most messages in the inbox, She has lots of folders. but only one level of 

Answers and comments 

15. How about in the other folders (except 'Trash' and 'Sent')? 

1. 
2. 

She has 78 messages in her inbox. 
1061. 

1. 
; 2. 

Anmers and comments 

O 
11,000 



16. How many other folders do you have? 

Gnswers and comments 

17. How much time, approximately, do you spend tvery day handling tmail? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

* 5. 

- - - - - 

~hehasnootherfolders. 
53. 
IO. 
She has no other fotders at the moment. 
10. 

1. 1 About 1 hour. 1 

f 

1 3. 1 2 hours. 1 

Answers and comments 

Questions on Email Retrieval: 

4. 

5. 

18. Do you ever delete stored messages. If yes. which messages do you delete? How often do you 

2-4 hours, depending on the amount of other work she needs to do. Kowever. email is 
crucial for her work. 

- About 1 hour. She quickly skims incornine mail. 

Anmers and comments 

1. 

I 1 messages that are in the 'Sent* folder, not to take up space. He deletes them I 

Yes. She deletes things that are no longer retevant, such as old seminar mnouncements 

2. 
and the like. She deletes them approximately once per month. 
No. He immediately deletes messages he doesn't need. He mostly deletes personal 

3. 
approximateiy once per week. 
Yes. If a project is finished, and she's sure that messages will never again be needed, she 
deletes them. She does so approximately every two weeks. 



Yes. Probably once a week she goes thmugh them and does some cleaning. Goes by date 1 
and looks for sniff she no longer needs. There's aIso mail that is not important but she 
didn't delete it earlier. 
Yes. She deletes those she no longer needs, and large ones. She deletes them 
a~~roximatelv once a month. or whenever she exceeds her mailbox auota. 1 

19. How often do you need to find a stored message? 

Answers and comments 
1 

Up to 2-3 times per week. 
Very often. As many as 2-3 times per day. 
She often needs to refer back to an earlier message while working on a particulx project. 

1 A few times per week for shon (one month) projects. and every 10 days or so for longer 1 1 (3-rnonth) projects. Sometimes she had many concurrent projects. That's why Tirnestore 1 

1 5. 1 Some of the time. Maybe 10 times per week. Or about 20% of the tirne. 1 
4. 

20. Can you give me an example or two of stored messages that you retrieved? 

would be very useful. 
At least 20 times a week. 

Answers and comments 

There was a message about a conference to be held next weekend that she received a 
while ago. Another example: she was Iooking for si message announcint repairs in her 
building, because the door she uses was to be shut. She wanted to know when she could 
resume using it. 
He was looking for certain information, chrincteristics of some software hr: got from a 
person. Or a document that someone sent him. 
After three months, she needed to look up an eatly suggestion from her boss. She often 
needs to refer to an oIder project message. 
A request from a user. and at the time she was not able to answer it, so she put it on hold 
until she had something to Say. Or someone requesting a new version of the software, and 
she put him on hoId, and she had to look back for the email address. 
She usually Iooks for reference material. For example, she often needs to go back to the 
list of things she needs to do to see what she needs to do next. or what she stiI1 needs to 
do. 



2 1. How do you find these messages? 

Answers and comments 
1 

1. 1 She usually scrolls through the inbox, looks for subject of the message. The inbox is 
sorted by time. 

2. He uses the search tool most of  the t h e .  Hz specifies the name. subject or time. or a 
1 combination. In the case of the document, he searched for the narne of the document. In 

32. When do you use a search engine? 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Answers and comments 

the other case, he Iooked up the message by sender. 
She looks in the project folder,or sornetirnes in the several folders if the project is divided 
up in that way. She then scans the messages. She doesn't sort because sorting is not 
itlways useful. For example, if she sorts by sender, and one person sends her a lot of mail. 
then she still has to scroll up a long way to go from, say last week's message to this 
week's message. 
The list is organized by date, she looks up the name. She usually finds the message like 
that, but if that fails, she uses the search. She usually searches the body of the text. 
She goes to the appropriate folder, looks at the subject, than the date. Messages [in the 
folder] rue al1 from one or two people, so she doesn't need to refer to the sender a lot. 

1. 

2. 

23. Have you encountered dificulties when looking for an older message? If yes, what kinds of 

She never used the search, because she didn't know Eudon or Netscape had a search 
tool. 
Most of the time, except for message up to two weeks old. For these, he scroIls in the 
mailbox. Al1 older messages are automatically atchived, md he uses the search engine to 
find these message. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

problems did you have? 

. - -  - 

She used it once or twice. She can't use it because in case of the projects she works on, 
most keywords are the same. 
When she cannot find the message by scmning. 
She never uses it. She didn't know that she could search in any email software. 

A m e r s  and comments 
! 

1. ( Yes. She looked for some messages and couldn't find them. She thinks that maybe she I 



deleted them, but isn't sure. 
He had lots of problems. Typicdly, the search gives too many results (severai hundred) 
that he can't do anything with. Other times, he couldn't remember who it was from, or 
what keyword he should use, 
People who send her mail are the same from project to project, and the project keywords 
are the same as well, so she can't search. She has to think of a highly unique keyword, 
such as the name of the school they worked with or a name of a Street, to find the 
message. 
Sure. It is hard to scan through many messages. In the search, you can misspell the name 
or the email address.. . Also, Netscape performs a search only at one mailbox at the time 
by defauit, so sometimes you cannor find the message. 
Yes. She has so much email, that sometimes it's very hard to fmd things. She usually 
goes by sender, but the probIem arises when the sender has sent lots of ernail. She chan 
has to look through messages one by one. which she Ends reaily irritating. 

23. Were you ever in a situation where you knew which information you wanted to tïnd, but 

could not fornulate the search? If yes, please exphin. 

Answers and comments 

She can't remember. 
He could remember a keyword. but he would get too many resuits. Other times he 

1 1 couldn't remember the exact word. In those cases. he tries the wildcard search, which 1 

too many results. 
Sure. You don't have the name of the person or email. you just remember it  happened 

3. 
returns a few thousand messages. 
She knew the keywords but couldn't make use of them. because the search would give 

25. When you encountered problems in retneval. were you able to find the message in the end? 

5. 

How much time did it take you? 

around the certain time, but you cannot assess what cime it was. 
She doesn't know. 

Answers and comments 

hours, a good chunk of the day. She was not in the position to give up, because she 
needed the document. If she calIed the sender and asked him to send it again, her office 

-. 

2. 
3. 

- 
would seem unprofessional. 
Usually. It never takes more than 3 minutes. If it takes more than that, she gives up. It 

- .. - - 

No. He had to cal1 some people in the end and asked them to resend the document- 
She was mostly successful, because she had to be. One search took her almost three 

probabiy means she emed it. 
Yes, she can always finds things in the end, but sometimes it takes a long time. Say. 10 



1 1 minutes. She can skim quickly. speed reads her email, so 10 minutes is a long time for 1 



Appendix B - User Testing Summary 

User 1 (Pilot user). 

Session 1. Duration: 28 minutes 

The user scrolled several months back. She double-clicksd on a dot, and deleted the message, 

adding that she deletes most of her old cmail because her email folder is accessible by other 

people in her lab. The user then scrolled forward to the curent month. She double-clicked on a 

dot representing an unread message. and then double-clicked to read it (only a single click is 

required). She closed the message, and then the message window. Then. she single-clicked on 

another dot. marked as 'read*. thcn opened the message and marked it as 'high priority'. Shr 

closed the message, and then the message window. She scrolled to another dot. opened a message 

by double-clicking. She commented that she keeps double-clicking instead of single-clicking. 

Next, she replied to the sender and closed the message. After that. the user played with the 

window size, making it I q e r  and smaller. until she settled on the view of width of one month. 

and length of the screen. She then double-clicked on another dot, opened a different message, 

wrotc sorne comments and forwarded it. The user then browsed Eudon Functiondity for a few 

moments and wondered about a difference between Eudora's functions "forward" and "redirect". 

The user then played with the fonvard and back buttons, exploring the limits of the interface. She 

commented that she was impressed that the she could scroll backward or forward by my mount. 

Observations: 

- The user kept on double-clicking on the dot for the first 5-6 times. but then got used to the 

single-click. 



User comments: 

The user commented that the double-click followed by a single-cIick was inconsistent. When 

asked if she would prefer to have two-single clicks or two-double clicks, she chose the first, 

even though she initially tried to double-cIick on the dots. 

The user expected an unread message to be marked as read after opening it in Eudon (The 

message status was being updated when Timestore was restarted, This has been corrected 

before the software was tested with other users). 

The user comments that she likes the dots on the disptay, and thinks they are 'cute'. 

She also suggests making it possible to close the window by pressing together the apple 

symbol and W. (This is the standard for closing windows on the Mricintosh platform). 

The user commented that she expected to see time when the message was sent in the pop-up 

box as well, but added that this might be specific to her. since rnost of her mail is a few days 

old. 

The user comments that having weekends highiighted is "very useful. as it gives you an idca 

about weeks". 

After terminathcg the session, the user commenis that she thinks the software was "very 

good" and that she "likes it". 

Session 2. Duration: 17 minutes 

Tas k 
1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

Strategy and comments 
The user looked up the name of the person. Iooked for messages in the 
appropriate week, and found a message that she did not follow up to after a 
severat clicks. 
The user opens Eudon, commenting that she is trying to look up the message 
by subject. since she cannot remember the name of the person, 
She is trying to find a message with a certain picture. She knows who sent it 
and Iooks it up by the person. She comments that Timestore is more useful for 
this task since she does not have to look at the long list of narnes. She 

The user comments that she would b'definitely" use Timestore for this task. 
She scrolles a year back, looks up the narne and cticks on severai dots before 
she finds a correct one. 
The user scrolled back to 3 4  months ago, looked up a sender and opened a 
message. 

Software 
Timestore 

Timestore 

Timestore 

Timestore 



Session 3. Duration: 27 minutes 

The user tried out the search engine, "just to see how it works". She than scroIIed back a year, 

than forward a year to the current date. She replied to some m e n t  messages. She noticed that the 

single clicks were implemented [as per her earlier feedback], and commented that she Iikes the 

fact they work now. When clicking on dots, she noticed that the highlighter moves [a bug in 

JTable code]. She than moved back one month, and Iooked for messages that she didn't reply to. 

She also Iooked for people with whom she hasn't comsponded. She composed a few messages 

and sent them. She then checked new mail. and rerid the few messages that have arrived, by 

accessing them through Eudon's inbox list. She made a group 'Friends' and moved four people 

in it. She moved back a year, then forward, month by rnonth. She opened some messages and 

read thern. When she returned to the current month, she said she was done. 

User conunents 

- The user said chat she would rxpect the search to retum her a Iist of tind messages, but she 

liked the view-based resuIts ris weil. 

- She liked the fact that Timcstore responded to single clicks now. 



User 2 

Session 1. Duration: 22 minutes. 

The user scrolled back a year, then back. He double-clicked on a dot ruid scrolted through the 

messages. He opened and read two messages. Me scrnlled to previoui month, then to the nent 

month. He opened another message. He tried clicking on the header of h e  sender coIumn. and 

commented that he thought that would sort the senciers, The user opened several messages in 

succession. by clicking on severai dots. 

Observations: 

- This user was reluctant to think aloud. Most comments were given in response to 

investigator's inquiry. 

- The user kept on double-clicking on the dots. (The system was changed to respond to single 

clicks in response to the user 1). When risked about that, he commented that double-clicks 

were more natuml to him since he used Windows at work, which requires double-clicking. 

User comments: 

The user asked if the system was independent from Eudora. He noted that it is not cleat that 

Eudora is working in the background, and commented that to the user, these two systems 

seem independent. 

The user expected that clicking on the "Senders" header would cause messages to be soned in 

reverse-alphabetical order. 

He cornmented that he thought the idea of presenting the mailbox as a "spreadsheet" was 

interesting. 

The user suggested that the click on the date header opens a List of messages sent on that date, 

"so that you don't have to scroll al1 the way down the sender Iist." The user said that this is 

something that he would use. 

This user also suggested a "preview feature" - adding a first few lines of message text to the 

window that shows subject lines. 



Session 2. Duration: 17 minutes. 

to do something. He now did it, and he wants to reply. He looks at the area 
denoting nvo weeks ago. He knows the sender. There is only one message in 
that ~eriod. so he finds it immediatelv. 

Software 
Timestore 

Task ' 
1. 

- - - 

Strategy and comments 
He scrolls down the message list. He got an emaii wo week ago asking him 

1 He wants to find a message with *top ten jokes" he recrived from someone. 1 Timestore 

through the list of senders, than back and forth, looking riround, but not 
opening any messages. He then searches by keyword. looks at the penod one 

He uses the search, enters "jokes" as the keyword. Only two dots appear ris 

the result, one recent, one sevenl months old. He clicks on the recent one, 
that's the correct message. 
He wants to find a message about the Raptors game. He searches for 
'raptors'. Clicks on the resuit for M m h ,  showing the desired message. 
He goes back a year, then fonvard to the first month with messages. Scrolls 

Tirnestore 

Tirnestore 

search retums severai hits in addition to the ricturil person he wants to find. He 
changes his mind, closes the search window and locrites the person in the list 
of senders instead. 

year back and finds the message immediately. 
He t k s  to find the message by nickname. then by part of the name. The 

Session 3. Duration: 20 minutes. 
The user looked at the messages sent during the current weck. He clicked on several dots. He 

closed imrnediately some pop up boxes. He read three messages. and replied to one. He then 

created a group for 'Friends' and moved 6 people to the group. He then docked it from view. He 

scroIled back, month by month, opening and reading messages. He said he was looking for 

messages he needed to reply to. He replied to three messages in total. He then returned to the 

current month. He scrolled through the Iist of senders changed some names. He a1so created a 

group with the title being the title of his project. and moved 4 people to the group. He then 

docked the group from view and expanded it again, playing with it. and finally closed it. 

Tirnestore 

User comments: 

- At the beginning of the session, the user said that he answered most of his emai1 already and 

that he does not have much more to do. He said that for the purposes of the study, hc will 

look for people that he did not contact in a while. 



- The user wondered if there is a way to see messages in the 'Sent' folder [at the moment there 

was not], He added that he would really need to have that functionality, since he often needs 

to tefer to the 'Sent' mai1 to see to whom he still needs to reply. 

- The user asked if the number of clicks was changed in response to his comments, that he 

would like to see double-clicks instead of single-clicks. m e y  were not, since other 3 users 

tested to hat  point preferred single clicks.] 

- He suggested extending the group hnctionality by allowing it to function ris a filter as well, 

so that users could specify which messages they want to have in ri certain folder. 



User 3 

Session 1. Duration: 17 minutes. 

The user had a careful look at the interface, inquiring about the axes. labels for read and unread 

messages and messages with high prionty. She used tool tips to locate a dot with many messages. 

Next, she opened a hieh-priority message and rend t h r o i t ~ h  i t .  She thrn foiind a meccage thnt che 

didn't reply to and sent a message. She also composed a new message and sent it. She browsed 

through messages sorne more. She opened sevenl messages sent in the previous month and 

repiied to them. 

Observations: 

This user also seemed slightly uncomfortable because the video equipment was set up al1 

around her. 

This user was very crueful with using the software. She spent a lot of time simpty examining 

the interface. A possibIe rmon  could be that she wns being videotaped. and that she did not 

want to make a mistake on camem. 

User comments: 

- The user commented that she "really needs something to organize her emaii." 

- She asked how cm she find out if she has more than one message from a certain person on 

that day b y  checking the tool tip, or by clicking at the dot]. 

- When examining the interface, the user ndmitted being slightly confused by the new message 

icon. She said that the icon on top of the dot reminded her of an asterisk. 

- The user commented that the application would be really helpful for work, in cases when she 

needs to find ri message from a certain person. She added thrit the addition of tirne makes it 

even easier to find messages than having only e m d  filed by the sender. 

- The user said that she is happy that her email will finaily be organized. She thought 

Tirnestore would Save her time both during filing and retrieval. 



Session 2. Duration: 24 minutes. 

User comments: 

- The user suggested using a different colour to visually separate the Iist of senders from the 

test of the display. 

Tas k 
1. 

7 
mm 

1 1 sender. She ooens the message and re~lies to it. 1 1 

Strategy and comments 
Yes, there was someone [knows the name]. She Iooks rit the past two wreks, 
sees a dot at the March 1''. Says, yes, it was exactly Mach 1". Opens the 
message immediatetv. re~lies to it, 

5. 

Session 3. Duration: 33 minutes. 

Software 
Tirnestore 

Contact information of a person. She knows the name, opens the first message 
by the person that she finds. She also replies to it. 

The user first looked for the messages she needs to respond to. She started with the messages 

received the same day. She scrolied through the Iist. opening the pop up boxes from the 

surrounding dates and reading some of the messages. She replied to five messages from the past 

week. She then created a sender group called 'Friends', and moved 5 people to the group. She 

docked the group from view. She also looked for messages that she could delere. She looked up 

the messages that were 'raking up space", that is. the cases where only one dot was displayed per 

line. She opened several such messages, and deleted al1 by one. She scrolled through the list some 

more, presumably looking for more such messages to delete. When she came to the bottom of the 

list, she moved to the previous month, and started reading sorne messages. Again, she replied to 

several messages, and deleted two. She then quickly moved four months back, and started 

examining old messages by opening subject lis& in the popup window. She then worked her way 

Timestore 

from that person. She closes it, opens the next one. 
From the previous task, she moves forward to December 1999. She knows the 

Ti mes tore 
Times tore 

3. 
4. 

Tirnestore 

She looks up a message by a particular person that was sent the same day. 
She moves back a year, than forward to the tint month that contained 
messages. She knows who the person is, so, she looks for the first message 



toward the current month, examining messages, and replying to an occasionaI message. When she 

reached the current month, she said that she was finished. 

Observations: 

- This user was still a Iinle uncomfortable in front of the canera. This could be a reason why 

she was very careful with the interface, although less so than the first tirne. 

- The user spent most of the time seemingly "cleaning up", e.g. moving senders to groups. 

deleting old messages etc. She replied to some messages as well. but this did not srem to be 

her focus. 

User comments: 

- The user was plrased that her suggestion to change the background colour in the Iist of 

senders to visually separate it from the rest of the display was implernentcid. 

- She wondered why it now takes a longer time to open up a message in Eudon [becriuse the 

Eudom itself had to start up first]. 

- The user said that she thinks that the interface made navigating through messages a lot esisier. 

She also said that having "something like this" would have helped during her 1s t  job. when 

she had to handIe a lot of email every day. 



User 4 

Session 1. Duration: 1 hour 7 minutes 

Observations: 

- This user spent a lot of tirne thinking about the software and how it could be improved. In 

particular, she spent a Iot of time wondering how the flow of tasks between Tirnestore and 

Eudora could be made more seamless. 

User comments: 

After using Timestore to answer sevenl messages, the user commented that she thinks it 

would be very useful for finding archived messages. but less useful for day-to-day work. S he 

would use Eudon or Netscape for that since the list with subjects and senders serves as a 

prompt to respond to email or do certain tasks. Shi: thinks that not enough information is 

provided for the recent messages. On the other hand. she believes that Eudora provides too 

much information for oId messages. As a consequence, she woutd not use Timestore as a 

prirnary, day-to-day tool. but she would use it as a supplemenmry tool when she is trying to 

retrieve an old message. 

The user would like to be able to get a list of messages sent on a particular date. fur example, 

by cficking on the date. 

She also commented that the idea of adding an application ont0 Eudora was somewhat 

conhising, since the two applications are fairly different. in both display and hinctionality. 

When asked why, she responded that one has Timestore written across the top, and the other 

Eudon  that you cm use either one for most trisks, and that some functionality is very 

different. She would prefer it if Timestore was either more closely integrated or completel y 

sepante. In the first case, for exarnple, she would like if Eudora interface had a button that 

wouId bring up messages in a 'Tirnestore-view." 

She would like if opening a message using Timestore would cause the corresponding 

message in Eudora to be highiighted. 

The user also suggested reducing the number of windows needed to access a message. 



Session 2. Duration: 17 minutes 

Observations: 

- From user's comments about the pattern of email messages from a particulru sender, it 

became apparent that the user was able to determine the day of the week from the 

approximate position of the dot. 

User comments: 

The user commented that she would expect the search to "light up" found messages in the 

same window, and that the system would bring her to the last found message, from where she 

would tnck the messages back. 

She likes that the results of the search are displayed in the similar fashion. because "you 

might find another message (other than the one you're looking for) because you are 

browsing". 

She also commented that sht: didn't have a strong preference for the email software for any of 

the tasks. She said she would use either Eudon or Timestore, whichever was on hand. 

The user suggested adding date to the pop-up window, or identifying pressed dot in some 

way. such as depressing it or highlighting it. 

The user also suggested adding shortcuts; for example that pressing "apple" and 'a' together 

brings you to the first sender whose name begins with 'a'. 

The user commented that she would try d l  ways of finding a message. and that she would use 

the search engine only when she is despente. She would even try reading subjects of al1 

messages, even though she "knows that's silIy." 

him. She knows the name. Iooks up the list of senders to find the name- She 
knows chat the message h v e d  sometirne 1 s t  week or so (achially, it was two 
weeks eadier). There is only one message from that person in this period- She 

Tas k 
1. 

I I up the person's name and clicks on the dot for this day. She volunteers to find 
another message since finding the first was very easy. She chooses the search 

Strategy and comments 
Yes, there was someone last week. She wants to check what she needs to send 

2. 

I / tool, types an email address. She looks up messages in the last month, and 1 

Software 
Tirnestore 

1 clicks on two dots before she finds the correct message. 

clicks on the dot, opens the message, reads it and replies. 
She got a message the message the same day . S he knows who sent it, looks Timestore 



3. 1 She searches for a word in a title of the anachment. She who the sender is. 
and that the message was sent in the 1s t  few days. She finds the dot (there is 
only one in this period) and opens the message. 
The user switched to Eudora afier being reminded that she cm use Eudon to 
complete the tasks as welI. She sorts the messages by date, scrolls quickly by 
moving the scrollbar to August 1999. She scans the subject List until she finds 
the message. She commented that she might aiso try to search for keywords 
"apple seminar," but that she woufd do that only when desperate. The user 
then closed Eudora and switched back to Timestore. 

- - -- -- - 

5. 1 She immediately comes up with a name of such a person. She moves bnck 3 
1 months, scans riie Iist of senders and finds a message. 

Session 3. Duration: 34 minutes 

Timestore 

Eudon 

Ti mestore 

Observations: 

- During this session. the user has been accessing only mail sent in the current week (The 

session was cmied out on a Friday). 

User comments: 

- She suggests adding a button that would bting you forward to the current month. 

- She comments that she never sets message stiitus to 'high priority' and thai she doesn't like it 

when people do that ("who do they think they are'?"). 

- Suggests adding a way to identify which messages are high priurity once you click on the dot 

and get a pop-up box. 

- The user asks about viewing sent mail (not currently supponed). She commented that she 

uses 'Sent' mailbox a lot to crack who she replied to. 

- She doesn't like having to close the pop-up window. Comments that she has an impulse to 

click on the main screen, not on the pop-up box [once she closes the message in Eudom]. 



User 5 

Session 1. Duration: 31 minutes 

The user opened sevenl messages in the initial display, showing current rnonth. She then moved 

back one month, and opened s e v e d  messages. She merged several occurrences of a person into 

one. Shi: moved back three months, one by one. Shr opened and deleted some messages. She then 

moved forward by one rnonth. She clicked on one dot, which disphyed subject lines of five 

messages. She opened them one by one, and dekted each one. 

Observations: 

- The user recognized what the gray lines represented. Also, she understood thrit the red square 

around a date repnsented the cumnt date. 

- She was able to relate blank areas of space to periods when the Company was closed (e.g. 

Christmas), so thcre was not rnuch activity. She dso  related rireris with many dots to high- 

activity periods (e.g. just before Christmas), and recognized communication patterns in 

sequences of dots. 

User comments: 

She likes that wcekends are sepanted. 

She thinks tfiat using red for both high priority messages and the current date is siightly 

confusing, because it makes the two seem related. 

She suggests numbering messages in the pop up window. 

She also suggests adding a Little legend to explain what each icon represents. 

She thinks that having the option of fixing the size of the window wouId be useful. 

She suggests allowing highlighting of coiumns, in addition to highlighting of rows. 

She comments that the software is "pretty handy". 

Notices that a particular person sent her messages every day. 

She suggests putting buttons for moving by month on the inside, and the buttons for moving 

by a y e u  on the outside. 

She comments that she likes the information in the tooltip. 

She thinks that "it is easy to navigate by sender." 



Session 2. Duration: 11 niinutes 

Observations: 

- The user was not closing al1 dialog boxes as they opened. At the end of the session. there 

were many tfiat were ieft open. 

- She never tried to search for messages. 

- She used Timestore for al1 tasks. 

User commen ts: 

- She doesn't think that search engines are useful. because she can't always remember exact 

word. She thinks for Timestore she probably won't need it. because messages are very 

visible. 

- She thinks that Timestore heIps her find messages quickly. The list would take a lot more 

time. and there's a Iot more information that she needs to scan to find a message. 

1 replied to everyone. Finally. thinks of a person who wrote to her this week. 1 1 

Tas k 
1. 

month. She goes back to previous month. Clicks on dots one by one, starting 
with the most men t  one that month, reads subject lines, closes dialog boxes. 
The l u t  dot she opens (e.g. first that month), contains the subject she is 

Strategy and comments 
She tries to come up with the name. scrolls through the list. She thinks she 

2. 

1 1 looking for. She opens the message. The user commented that shr actually 1 1 

Software 
Tirnestore 

She finds the message immediateIy, replies. 
Says the name of the person who sent her something about the Web site last Timestore 

3. 

4. 

wanted to user Tirnestore today to  find this very message. 
There was a message today. She knows who sent it, scrolls to the name, looks 

5. 
L 

Tirnestore 
up to the date, opens it. 
She goes back month by month, to 6 months ago. She looks for her boss. who Tirnestore 
often sends meeting announcements. Opens pop-ups one by one. The tifth 
one contains a confirmation of a meeting. 
She moves fonvard three rnonths, to three months before the cumnt date. She 
says the name of the person, fin& a message. 

Tirnestore 



Session 3. Duration: 34 minutes 

The user created a group for her company, and started moving people into the group. She moved 

5 people in total. She merged four occurrences for one person into one, and three occurrences of 

another into one. She then opened a message and deIeted it. She mates another group, scrolls 

down to it. She opens mother message. She moves back a year. then forward to four months 

before the current date. She opens some messages dong the way. She then adds another few 

memben to the group. [At this point. her cornputer cnshed. She waits until it reboots. She is now 

back at the current month.] She merges a few more people. Opens a few more messages, al1 in the 

current month [at this point. only messages from the fint two weeks]. She moves to previous 

month, opens some messages, replies. 

Observations: 

- The user sometimes double-clicks on the message, and other times single clicks. She spent a 

lot of time organizing senden into groups and merging sevenl occurrences of a sender into 

one. 

User comments: 

The user commented that the grouping and merging reiilly help clean up al1 the people. 

She likes the fact that when she scrolls to merge people, the rest of the screen does not scroll 

(only the List of senders). If the whole screen moved, that would be too distncting. 

Should would like to be able CO delete al1 messages from one person. Thinks that would be 

very useful for "spam". 

She likes that as she moves back and forward, the sender groups stay. 

The user asked which mail folders are presented [ d l  incoming folders, i.e. al1 except Out and 

Tnsh]. She would like to have an option of viewing only one folder at the time, or a11 folders 

combined. 

She comments that she really likes the icons. 

At the end, she comments that the application is "really handy". 



Appendix C - Final interview results 

For what types of tasks did you use Timestore? 

Was Timestore useful for those taska'? 

1 Answers and cornments 

1. - She used to find messages from sevenl months ago and to answer recent mail. 

2. 

1 a particular message. 

- Yes, it was useful. 
- Mostly for search. Also to read email. 

3. 
- Yes, it was useful. 
- To find men t  personal messages. Also to find important old messages and to focate 

4. 

Netscape or Eudon. 

- Yes, it was vory useful. 
- To read recent mail. Also, to search for messages. 
- Timestore was useful because she could see the dates better. 90% of time she 

searches by date, for messages up to a week old, For older messages, she searches by 

5. 

For what types of tasks did you assume Timestore would not be useful. so you didn't use it? 

What were your assumptions based on? 

subiect. Timestore is good since it combines these two stntegies. 
- To read new mail, organize senders into groups. to find old mail that she could 

delete. Also to read mail frorn previous year. 
- Yes, it was very useful. It's ri lot easier to use Timestore than to do the same thing in 

Answers and comments 

1. 
4 - She didn't think it would be useful to find a messages whose sender she didn't know. 

She wanted to browse by subject, and Timestore does not display subjects. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

- It wouldn't be useful for a search, since she would get too many responses for the 
same keyword [the same problern she described earlier]. 

- It wouldn't be useful for scanning individual messages. She h a  to click to see the 
subject. but it's not that bad since she cm see the number of messages. Suggests 
adding subjects to tool tips so b a t  no clicking is necessary. 

- She also can't use it to read attachmcnts and click URLs. She thinks that the fact that 
you can't click on ri URL in Eudora is ridiculous. 

She did not assume it wouId not be useful. 



What are the things you most liked about Timestore? 

Answers and comments 

- She likes the visualization, since she is a "visual type." 
- She likes the dots, colours, 
- She likes the fact that weekends are highlighted, 
- Also, the ability to group sevenl people in one line. 
- The user interface. He rhinks it is original- 
- He likes the icons. 
- Also, the fact that messages are visible and easily accessible. 
- Efficiency - the fact that she can find things quickly. Timestore saves time, and 

that's very important in the business world. 
- She also likes the visual design. 
- She likes the way messages are sorted, 
- She likes visual scanning, that you cm see your mailbox in a quick glance. For 

example, if she sends an email to a list of people one day and the following day she 
sees a solid line [in the column of dots], she knows that her email was successful and 
she can plan the day around answering the mail. 

- She likes chat you crin find messages in 1-2 weeks to maybe up to 4 weeks by 
scanning the display, versus up to about 1 week in Netscape. 

- She also likes that surrounding messages tell her little bit about a wrek. tg. whethrr 
she sent out ri particular question, got an assignment etc. 

- She likes that she can type only one word for search and not specify whether to 
search in subject etc. because most of the time she types a word to narrow down the 
list and than scans the messages anyway. 

- She likes it because of the layout, the fact that she has people on the side. They 
typically send one type of information. It's nice to have it organized by people. and 
then you cm look up the date, insteiid of going through the k t .  It's easy to go right 
to the message. And there is no extra details. Eudora list is hard to look at. S he can 
get rid of some information, e.g. hide the subject, but she still has to scan messages 
lineariv. Timestore is not iinear so she likes it a lot better. 

What are the things you Ieast liked about it? 

l I Answers and comments 

1. 

2. 

- She did not like having to doubleclick to open a message. 
- She didn't like that the status of a message did not get updated if it was changed in 

Eudora. She expected that to be automatic. 
- Lirnited set of features. For example, he wouid like to see more criteria in the search 

engine. 



- Responsiveness of the pop-up box. She thinks that's a big aspect of functionality. 
- She thinks that the pop-up box is siightly ambiguous, i.e. it is not clear which dot it 

3. 

I 

Did you find the time-based organization useful? Why'? 

- She doesn't like the black colours in the sender list. Also does not like the gray panel 
on the top. She suggests using dark blue for the sender list and a livelier gray for the 
top. 

- 
5. 

I I Answers and comments I 

\ 

represents, Suggests using a drop-down menu. Also suggests that if a message is 

- The fact that it doesn't refresh. 
- Also, that she can't teri which message in the pop up box is the newesr one. 

people. She knows who useless email is mosr Iikely to come from. and she can just start 
deleting 

I. 

2. 

What about the sender-based organization ... Did you find it useful? Why? 

Ycs. she thinks it is useful. One-month view and highlighted weeks remind her of a 
calendar. and dots remind her of marks one would put on ti calendar. 
Yes. Everything is very clear. It is easy to tlnd messages. 

Answers and comments l 
1 

1. 1 Yes. She likes the ability to group people into "business". "penonal" etc. She thinks that 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1 1 dphabetical ordenng is clear. However. she would prefer to have al1 senders displayed, 

Very useful. It helps in finding even old messages very quickly, that would otherwise 
take a while to find. It is good for new messages too, especially if she receives several 
messages from one person in a day. In a Iist. that would take up ri lot of space. 
Definitely, especially for quick scanning purposes. The fact that she doesn't have to read 
dl the text in ri moving list saves her cyes. 
Yes. Because it helps her delete old mail. She can quickly go back, look at the Iist of 

1 t to be consistent across months. . 

2. 
3. 

4. 

I 1 projects. I 

Neutd. It's alphabetical, standard for d l  email software. 
Yes. it's very useful. Especiaily in combination with time. It's easy to find a pmicular 
sender. 
Yes. AIphabeticai order is intuitive, helps in combination with time-based order, as 

5. 
mentioned before. 
Yes. for the same reason as above. Also because certain people are connected to certain 



Do you think the ability to group senders would be useful to you? If yes, how would you group 

hem? If not, why not? 

Answers and comrnents 

Yes, definitely. She would group hem into "penond" or "friends". "coworkrrs". 
"admin". She thinks that she would probably have al1 senders grouped, because this 
would resemble her hierarchy of files and foldets. 
Yes. He would even like to be able to filter messages into groups like that. so that they 
deai with the same topic. He would organize the people by project, and 'Personal'. 
Yes. For exampIe a11 peopIe in one project would be grouped together. Also, parts of 
company: procurement, finances, sales, office of Chief of Staff, budget.. . 
Yes. she would definitely g-roup people. She would group spam. announcements. things 
that she doesn't have to act on. She would have a group for DGP, feedback, custornrrs, 
3 18 group, company. 
Yes. She would have a group for her company. by project, teachers / users of the 
software, friends. She thinks that being able to combine people helps reduce clutter. 

Overall. do you think you woutd use Timestore on a regular basis'? 

Answers and comrnents 

Yes. In fact, she would like a coi;;' 
Yes. He would use it because it is very ciear. it's easier to find rimail messages, and 
messages are sorted automatically. 
Yes. It would be helpful. 
If it was integrated more into an email pro-mm - she doesn't like Eudon because she 
can't click on URLs - if she could use it with a browser, if it was platform independent. 

1 1 she'd be more likely to adopt Tirnestore nther than Eudon. but she wouldn't go back 

Do you have any other comments about the interface, or suggestions for improvements? 

S. 

l I h s w e r s  and comrnents 

and forth. 
_ Yes. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

No. 
No. 
Suggests adding a way to customize the colour scheme. But she wouldn't touch the 
"bubbles", she tikes those. 



5. 
lines maybe every t h e  senders or so. 
She wouid be more Iikely to use the search engine with other applications. With 
Tirnestore, she is 99% sure that she wouldn't need to use it. 




